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Young Wild West's Warning
•

OR, THE SECRET BAND OF THE GULCH
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Cayuse Jim Is Accused.
"Here comes Cayuse Jim."
"So he is. What did I tell you! I knowed he
wasn't guilty. You kin bet your life he'll soon
prove that he had nothin' ter· do with killin' an'
robbin' old Jim Brown."
The speakers were two miners who were standing in front of a saloon tbat was situated in about
the center of a collection' of shanties and tents
that was called Screecher Flat, in the central part
of Arizona. The remarks we1·e caused by the
appearance of a horseman, who was riding along
the dusty trail as though he was in very much of
The dust-covered rider brought his
a hurry.
cayuse to a halt just then, and as he dismounted
he yelled:
"Hello, everybody! Here I am, jest come in
from a long ride over ther desert. I've got some
money, boys, so we'll all · go in an ' have some
pizen."
The man · was the type of an or dinary desl'erado, and there was an air about him that
tnight have frightened the more timid ones. The
half dozen miners inside ~reeted the newcomer
heartily, while some of those who had been standing outside made no demonstration whatever.
"Come on in, boys," Cayuse Jim called out, as
he paused in the doorway. "Every mother's son
of yer has got ter drink with me. I struck some
- dust yisterday, an' I'm willin' ter spend it."
Hank Low, a young miner, was one of the last
to enter the saloon. He took a drink with the
rest, and when the glasses had been emptied he
stepped over to Cayuse JJm and said :
"Well, I s'pose yer know there's a charge ag'in
yer, Jim."
"A charge ag'in me!" exclaimed the man, bristling up like an angry beast. "What do yer mean
by that, Hank Low? Anyone a s says I've done
anything wrong is a liar, an' I kin lick him inirlae of ten seconds."
"Don't git hasty now, Jim," Low answered,
coolly. "You know putty well that ther boys
have elected me as ther leader of Screecher Flat.
It's my· business to eee that law an' order is kept
here. Jim Brown, one of the most inoffensive old
fellers what ever lived and killed by some one
'

ther night afore last, an' ther ·evidence we've got
so far puts it up to you as bein' ther one as done
it. Now, there ain't no use of you gittin' mad or
tryin' te r shoot, 'cause ther minute you try to
pull a gun I'll plug yer !"
Hank whipped out his gun at that moment and
covered the accused.
"Well, Hank, this is what I call a mighty bLg
surpri se," and Cay;JSe Jim spoke in a more gentle
voice, while his face paled slightly. "You say
that Jim Brown was killed ther n1ght afore last?
,Vhy, I wasn't here then, an' I kin prove it."
"Well, if yer kin do that you'll go clear, an' if
yer can't, you'll hang; that's all there is t o it.
You know as well as I do that your reputation
has been mighty bad ever since you have been
around here. Sometimes you would be away two
or three days, an' then you would come in an'
shoot up things. You have got two or three men
to your list now, an' they've all been kiJled when
they didn't have no chance. But this her e case
is where an innocent old man was killed jest so
ther one as done it could git hold of his pile
of dust. His pile was gone, an' he was found
dead jn his shanty. Here's ther knife what done
ther job. Maybe you have seen it afore."
With his left hand .the accuser drew forth a
knife with a buckhorn handle, half of which was
broken off at one side.
"I reckon it's your knife, Cayuse Jim/' he
went on, coolly, never once lowering the revolver
he held in his right hand. "Now, then, if it was
your knife what done t her deed it looks as though
it wiis you what bad ther knife in your hand at
ther time. I happen ter know that you had this
same knife when you went away from here a little
befor e sunset ther day afore yisterday."
"It ain't no use den yin' that it's my knife,"
Cayuse Jim declared, as he looked around as
though for some one to take his side. "But I
lost that jest after I left here ter hit ther t:rail
over ther desert ther day afore yisterday. Some
one has found it an' used it on old Jim Brown.
Maybe they didn't know whose knife it was, but
if they did it looks as though they was tryin' ter
lay ther crime ter me. But I don't care nothin'
about ther knife or anything else, Hank Low. I
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kin prove that I was in here ther night afore
"That's Young Wi!d West an' his sweetheart
last, an' that's all that's necessary."
ridin'. ahead, as sure as you're alive!"
"All right, you kin have a chance ter prove it,
"What! Young Wild West, ther Champion
but I reckon you have got ter ig·o with me an' Deadshot?"
be locked up in ther calaboose."
"Ther very same, Hank. An' them. is his two
"I ain't never been locked up yet, an' I don't pards ridin' behind, one with the youni.g' woman
think I'll . be locked up now," declared - Cayuse an' ther other with a gal. There's two heathens
Jim, bristling 'Up, savagely.
fetchin' up ther rear. I've seen them fellers,
"Yes, yer will, Jim. I'm treatin' you ther too. One of 'em is ther smartest Chinee what
same as I would treat any one else in ther camp. ever lived, an' his name is Hop Wah. This is
I know you're ther worst man what ever struck great, Hank! I'm awful glad j;er see Young Wild
here, but that don't n::ake no difference. I ain't West an' his friends come here. There sartinly
afraid of yer, an' I want yer to know it. I've will be a lively time now, an' plenty of fun."
got ther drop on yer, .an' I'm goin' ter take yer
"How are you, gentlemen?" the dashing young
to the:i; calaboose or shoot yer dead in your deadshot caH.ed out, as he nodded to the crowd
tracks. You kin have your.choice about it."
as he rode up.
"Hello, Young Wild West!" the miner who had
"Well, I don't go!"
So saying, Cayuse Jim dropped to the floor as been talking with Hank Low answered, as he ran
quick as a flash and before Low knew what was forward.
"Your name is Bill," the boy said, as he looked
coming his ankles had been seized and he was
at him keenly. "I remember of having met you
thrown flat upon his back.
"I want all them who is my friends ter stick somewhere, though I can't tell exactly where
to me," Cayuse Jim shouted, as he fla.shed a re- now."
"That's right. I'm Billy Cuddy. I seen you
volver in either hand. "I ain't goin' ter run
away, even if I am ac<'used of committi~', a m~r; down in Tombstone."
"Well, gentlemen," said Wild, after a pause, "I
der. I'll prove my innocence, but I amt gom
reckon there is no objection to our stopping here
ter be locked in any calaboose."
"Hooray! hooray!" shouted several of the for a while, fa there?"
"Sartinly there ain't!" cried Hank Low, as
miners, who seemed to side in with the man.
The miner called Joe Howe walked over and he came toward the boy. "I've been elected leader
of ther camp, so I'll give yer p_ermission ter stop
took his stand beside the accused.
"Boys," said he, waving h'fs hand to those who anywhere yer feel like. · I've heard tell of yer,
acted in a frightened way, "a square deal every Young Wild West, but this is ther first tiine I've
time is what we want. I am satisfied that Jim -ever had a chance ter see how you looked. I did
is innocent, so just give him a chance ter prove think you was older than you are. You ain't
it. He don't have ter' be locked up, 'cause he nothin' but a boy."
"Yes, that seems to be the one great drawback
ain't goin' ter run away."
Meanwhile, Hank Low was not long in getting I have. Most every one I get introduced to seems
upon his feet. But he found himself covered by to think it a shame that I am a boy. But I am
proud of it, just the same. Some day I will be a
a gun which was in the hands of Cayuse Jim, so man,
you know."
he was compelled to take water.
"Unless some one happens ter pop you over
"All right, Jim," he said, "you have got ther with a bullet," spoke up Cayuse Jim, as he came
drop on me, so I s'p0se you have igot to have your out with a swagger. "I've heard qf you, too
way. I'll go out an' git some of ther boys to- Young Wild West, an' I can't say as I've heard
gether, an' then we'll }iold a trial right away. anything good of ye1·."
That will save ther trouble of lockin' yer up."
"Is that so?" and the boy's eyes flashed danger"I'm ready for ther trail any time, Hank Low," ously as he turned them upon the face of the
growled Cayuse Jim. "But after I'm clear of this speaker. "Well, I can't say that I ever saw you
you want ter look out for me, 'cause I ain't in or heard of you. But I am quite certain that if
the habit of bein' told that I'm a murderer an' you never heard any good of me you must have
standin' a trial. I kin prove my innocence easy · got the information from an enemy of mine."
enough, an' when it's done me an' you is goin'
"Well, it don't make no difference w_here I got
ter be enemies."
ther information from," and Cayuse Jim began
"All right, Jim, I'll be on ther watch for yer." walking up and down and swinging his arms in
Low then turned and left the saloon, and began reckless fashion. "You've heard what I said. If
ahoutin~ to the miners he could see in the camp you don't know who I am I s'pose I'd better tell
and vicinity. It was just then that he caught yer. I'm called Cayuse Jim, an' I'm ther -toughsight of a party of riders approaching along the est piece of human flesh what ever lived in Arisandy trail. Instantly the man became very zona. I would rather fight than eat, an' L kin
much interested, for he saw that three of the lick any two men as ever stepped up an' faced
party were females, two of them young girls.
me. I'm somethin' on ther shoot, too, Young Wild
"I wonder what this means?" he muttered, and West, so you had better look out for me."
lhen as a miner, who was app_arently a friend
"You certainly must be a very dangerous man,•
~ him, came out he called his attention to the
and the boy actually laughed as he spoke, much
approaching riders, and added: "Look there, to the surprise of those who were in fear of the
pard ! This is somewhat of a surprise ter- Screech- bad man.
er Flat, I reckon."
"I am," and Cayuse Jim threw out his chest,
"Thunder!" the miner exclaimed, as he gave a proudly. "I'm so dangerous that even when a
atart. "I know who them people are, Hank."
man gits killed an' robbed it's laid to me, when
"Yer do? Well, w.ho a1·e they, then?"
I wasn't within twenty miles of ther place at ther
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time it was done. Oh, I'm somethin', I am. I'm
what yer ·call a not6rious man, from 'way back."
There was a titter at this, and when Cayuse
Jim saw that the female members of the party
were laughing at him he frowned darkly.
"I don't know what ther gals is lauighin' at, an'
I don't care. But maybe afore many hours they'll
be laughin' on ther other side of their faces,"
he snapped.
"Girls," said Young Wild West, in the cool and
easy way he was famous for, "just ride along a
little distance. It seems that we have met such
a dangerous man that if he gets to shooting you
might get hit accidentally."
The girls, as he called them, quickly rode on for
about a hundred feet, the two Chinamen following and leading a couple of pack-horses that carried the camping outfit.
"Now, then," said the boy1 as he coolly slipped
from the saddle ap.d stepped up to the swaggering bad men, "perhaps you had better explain
yourself. I am not looking for trouble at all, but
it seems to me that you are. You just said that
you were accused of committing a murder. By
the looks of you I would judge that you are
guilty."
"lie sartinly is guilty, Young Wild West,"
Hank Low exclaimed. "Here's ther knife he used
ter do ther job."
As quick as a :flash, Cayuse Jim turned and
leveled a revolver at the speaker.
"Here's where you die! 1' he hissed, as his finger
touched the trigger.
But as the report rang out his hand was knocked upward by Young Wild West, who coolly
said:
"Not this time, Cayuse Jim. I won't see a man
shot in that sor.J; of fashion."
"Boys, help me out!" shouted the villain, waving his hands to the friends he had in the crowd.
"If there's go!n' ter be a scrimmage, let's have
it out right now."
"Ther first galoot as interferes with this here
game will git a bullet through him!" spoke up
one of Young Wild West's partners, who was no
other than Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-government
·
11cout.
There was a revolvt:r in either of his hands, and
it was plain that he meant business.

CHAPTER 11.-Cayuse Jim Is Locked Up.
The sudden interference qf Young Wild West's
partner had quite an effect on the friends of
Cayuse Jim. No doubt they had been ready to
rush forward and start a general fight, but now
it was different. The tall, dark-complexioned
man, with the long, black hair and mustache, held
a gun in either hand, and there was a flash tn his
eye that told every one plainly that he was ready
to shoot. Jim Dart, the other partner of the
70ung deadshot sat motionless in the saddle, the
·
'9e8tige of a smile on his face.
"Charlie," said our hero, coolly, •"I reckon there
Is no one here who wants to do much fighting
just now. Cayuse Jim is a little ange1·ed -Over
,omething, and I am sure when he thinks it over
lie will be sorry for the way he has acted.
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"All right, Wild, but I'll keep my guns ready,
anyhow. There ain't no tellin' what's likely kr
happen. There's a lot of ugly lookin' mugs in
this here crowd, an' if I jedge anything like right,
a good many of 'em would jest as lief shoot as
drink tanglefoot."
"You have got that about right, pard," Hank
Low, the leader of the camp, spoke up, for he
had now recovered himself from the close call
he had had with Cayuse Jim. "There's all sorts
of men here, an' some of 'em is mighty bad at
times. But it's ther same way in about every
minin' camp ye1· go to, I s'pose, so Screecher Flat
ain't no worse than any of ther rest. But let that
part of it drop. I said I was goin' ter lock up /
Cayuse Jim until we could git ready ter try him
for the1· murder of old Jim Brown. I reckon I'll
go ahead an' do· it now."
"Go right ahead, Mr. Low," Young Wild West
said, with a nod of the head and a smile which
told plainly that he thought there would be no
trouble about it. "If this man is accused of
murder he cartainly ought to be locked up until
he" can be tried."
The accused villain stepped back toward the
front of the shanty rnloon and soon half a dozen
of his cronies had gathered about him.
Hank L-Ow seemed determined to lock Cayuse
Jim in the log calaboose that was situated but a
slhort distance from the saloon. Revolver in hand,
he stepped over to him and ordered him to surrender. Young Wild West and his partners were
watching things closely, and realizing that there
was no chance for him, the villain gave a nod
and said:
"All right, you kin lock me up. But inside of
half an hour there'll be them here as kin swear
an' tell ther truth when they're swearin' ter it
that I was more than twenty miles away fro--q
this place at ther time ther murder was committed."
"Well, that's all right, then," the camp leader
said. "Cqme on, Jim. You're a bad galoot, an'
there ain't no mistake about it. But this is ther
first time we ever got any real evidence that yer
committed a real murder."
Reluctantly the accused villain permitted himself to be led te the calaboose. The crowd fol·
lowed, as might be supposed, Young Wild West
and his two partners going with the rest. The
· lock-up was built of \ogs and was about ten feet
· square. There were no windows to it, but a heavy
door of oak had an upeniI1ig in it, with bears running horizontally so enough light could be admitted to let the prisoner see. There was a rusty
old padlock to it, and once the door was closed
and the key turned there was no chance of the
prisoner getting out without the aid of some one.
"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, nodding
to his partners, after it was all over, "I reckon
we will go and see about camping now. It seems
that we had to strike something in the way of
excitement the moment we arrived here. I have
an idea that Screecher Flat is a red-hot place, and
the chanecs are there will be something going on
to keep us on the mlve for a day or two. I have
an idea that we ought to stop ·here that length
of time, anyhow."
"Right yer are, Vild," Cheyenne Charlie answered. "There's enough bA!d galoots hangin'
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around here ter make excitement, an' don't yer
forgit it."
Hank Low and several others wanted our three
friends to go and drink with ·them, but they refused the invitation, declaring that they would
be around some time during the afternoon, and
soon joined the ~iris and the two Chinamen.
Without asking any further questions as to
whether they could i;top at any particular spot
or not, the young deadshot led the way toward
the bank of a creek that flowed at the edge of
the collection of shan ties and tents.
"I reckon this will be a good camping pla ce, all
right," he declared, with a n od of satisfac tion,
as he looked the gruund .over. "Ther e's a wall
of rock right behind us, and before u s lies the
mining camp. We can see everything that is going on right f rom here, and tha t is what we want
to do. Now, then, you two heathens can get a
hustle on yourselves and put up the tents. We
will see to the horses."
By the time the young deadshot and his companions had taken care of the saddle-horses the
Chinamen had relieved the pack-horses of their
loads, and were hurrying to erect the two tents
that were used as sleepin,g quarters by our friends
and also to shield them from the rain or sun, as
the case might be. The latter two animals having been seen to, the three assisted the girls into
straightening things up, while Wing Wah, the
cook, proceeded to kindle a fire to prepare their ·
dinner. Fortunately there was sufficient dry
wood to be gathered for the purpose, so it would
not be long before a column of smoke was a scending skyward.
Hop Wah now had nothing to do, and watching
his chance, he quietly sneaked away from the
spot and managed to get one of the miners' shanties between him and the little camp before he
was discovered to be missing. Though Hop was
a very clever Chinee, and had on more than
one occasion been the direct means of saving the
lives of the young deadshot and his companions,
he had two great failings. One was a fondness
for strong drink, and the other was for gambling.
What he wanted first now was some whisky, which
he always called tanglefoot, and when he had
satisfied himself on that point, he meant to see
if there was anything in the way of a gambling
game to be had. Hop knew very well that it ·
would not be long before Cheyenne Charlie
would come back to look for him,. for the scout
had a way of following him up under such circumstances. But he was satisfied that he could
nimain long enough at the saloon to start a little
excitement, anyhow, so he hurried on, and by
dodging about from shanty to shanty he managed
to get there without being seen.
As it was not time for the miners to go to
work yet, there was quite a crowd gathered there.
Three cowboys who had ridden in from some
ranch a considerable distance away were now
making merry. They had become rather quiet
when Cayuse Jim rode up, and had remained so
during the excitement that followed. But now
lt seemed that they were inclined to have a good
thne. Hop looked around in a careless sort of
,ray, and he quickly noted that the inmates of
the room numbered probably a score. Then he
•rdered a drink. The clatter of hoofs sounded
•tside and the next minute three horsemen rode

up before the saloon and di smounted. As they
entered they were accompanied by Joe Hoke, the
friend o-f Cayuse Jim.
"Here yer are, Hank Low," the latter cr ied, a s
he pointed to the three arrivals. "Here's ther
boys as kin · prove that Cayuse Jim wasn't here
when old Jim Brown was murdered."

CHAPTER 111.-The Prisoner I s Liberated.
The three horsemen who had j ust arrived wer e
dust-covered and acted very much a s though t hey
were anxious to prove the innocen ce of the man
who was charged with mur der. Though H op had
not hea r d much of the details of what had occurred since he had r eached Screecher F lat , he
had glea ned enough to understand 't hat Ca yuse
Jim was a villain and that he had ma de t rouble
for Young Wild West and his partners. He
looked the strangers over quickly and hi-s conclusion was that they were men of the type who
would stop at nothing in th~ line of villainy.
Hop had been with the young deadsho t and his
friends long enough to learn a whole lot about
the way they studied human nature, and he ad
long since come to the point where he was enabled
to judge a man -b y his face and actions. In his
opinion, the three were scoundrels, though of
course he had no intention of telling them so. He
simply drew back to the end of the bar and leaning against the wall, waited to see what would
happen. Hank Low seemed a little surprised at
what Joe Hoke said, and he stood with his back
against the bar, looking at him for the space of
a moment before he ventured to speak.
"Well, I might be mistaken, an' it may be that
some one else used Cayuse Jim's knife," he said,
shaking his head, "but I've got ter hear it from
ther lips of these men afore I'll believe that he
didn't kill Jim Brown."
"Tell him, boys!" cried Hoke, exultantly, as he
turned to the three. "I didn't have time ter let
you know what's happened since Jim left yer this
mornin'."
"What's all this about, anyhow?" one of them
asked, as he stepped up and looked at the leader
of the camp, earnestly. "Is it right that ·cayuse
Jim is accused of killin' any on ther night afore
last?"
"Yes, that's about ther size of it, Moriarty,"
was the retort. "Ther evidence all points that
way. Here's his knife which done ther deed, an'
Jim Brown's gold-dust an' what money he had
was gone. We all know that Cayuse Jim went
away with you three ther day afore yisterday,
but that don't say he didn't come back in ther
night an' do ther rleed. You know as well as I
do that he ain't got much of a reputation around
here."
"Well, I reckon you know me putty well, don't
yer, Hank?"
.
"Yes, I've knowed yer ever since you first came
to Screecher Flat."
"Well, did yer ever ketch me in a lie?"
"I can't say that I have."
"Well, I'll tell yer right now, straight' from
ther shoulder, that Cayuse Jim never committed
no crime ther ni~ht afore last. When he left
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here with us we went straight on till we come
to ther desert. We had heard that there was
somethin' in ther w ay of gold-dust at a certain
place ·o ut that way, an' ther four of us went out
there ter hunt it up. We happened ter be a
little lucky, 'cau se we all got some. But Jim got
a little impatient-this mornin' about gittin' somethin' ter drink, an' he would start out afore daylight ter git back here. That's why he come
ahead of u s. We wasn't lon;g in follerin' him,
but we couldn't seem ter· ketch up ter him. An'
ter think that sich a man as Cayuse Jim is accused of killin' any one for his money! What do
yer think of that, boys?"
The speaker turned to his two companions, who
shook their heads an<l acted ver_y much as tliough
they thought it was scmething entirely out of the
question.
"Well," and Hank Low appeared to be somewhat abashed, ''.if that's ther case, I must be
wrong. Some one used Jim's knife ter do ther
thing with, that's sartin."
"Well, we don't know nothin' about that," spoke
up one of the others. "You know as well as I do
that Jim Brown was alive when we left."
"Yes, I know that all right."
"An' we went away about ther middle of t)ier
afternoon, didn't we?" the other questioned.
"Yes, that's right."
"Well, I'm tellin' yer straight that Cayuse Jim
was with us up till this mornin' a little afore
daylight."
"All right, then. I s'pose that's proof enough
that he didn't do it."
Low spoke reluctantly, and acted as though he
was at a loss what to do just tl1en. But Joe Hoke
came to his rescue by saying:
· "Ther thi.ng ter do now is ter let Cayuse Jim
out of ther calaboose, Hank. Then I s'pose yer
oughter apologize to him."
"Yes, I s'pose so. But I reckon I'll have ter
see Young Wild West about it first. He's got
brains enough ter sift thi s matter through, I'm
sartin."
.
·
"Who's Young Wild West?" demanded the man
called Moriarty, as he gave a start. ·
"Don't yei know who he is?" Hoke asked, looking sharply at him. "You have heard tell of ther
- boy what's got ther name of \)ein' ther Champion
Deadshot of ther West, ain't yer?"
"Yes, I think I have. But what's he got te-r
do with this business?"
,
"Nothin' at all. He jest got here a little w~le
ago, but it _seems that he took a hand in what
was goin' on here right away. Cayuse Jim had
a row with him, an' there was a lively time here
while it lasted."
!'Well," spoke up Hank Low, "Young Wild West
Is all right. If it hadn't been for him, Cayuse
Jim would have shot me dead in my tracks, an'
he had no occasion ter do it, 'cause I was justified in puttin' him under arrest an' lockin him up.
Don't go ter runnin' that boy down now, 'cause
I ain't igoin' .ter allow it.'' ,
"Well, you're ther boss of ther camp, so I
won't say nothin' more," was the reply.
"But I'll have somethin' ter say," one of the
three new arrivals spoke up. ""You know me
putty well, Hank. I'm Geezer Mike, an' I've _got
th.er rel)utation of beir~ as straight as a strinir,
an' about as dangerous as a rattlesnake when I
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git my dander up. I want ter tell yer right
here that any one as says Cayuse Jim committed
a murder or done anything else in this here camp
ther night afore last is a liar. I don't care
whether · it's Young Wild West, or whether it's
ther head man of ther country. I know what I'm
talkin' about, an' I'll tell ther. truth every time,
whether it's for a friend or a foe."
"All right, Geezer," and Low shook his head
as though he was now satisfied that he had made
a mistake in accusing Cayuse Jim of the murder. "But I s'pose I'd better go an' call Young
Wild West, an' see what he says about it."
"Yer don't have ter do that at all, Hank," Joe
Hoke declared, shaking his head. "Jest go over
there an' let Jim out of ther calaboose. You're
ther man that ordered him · put there, an' you're
ther man as kin let him out."
"But don't yer think we had better have a
trial first, so it kin be settled in ther rfght way?"
"What do yer want a trial for? Ain't you
sati&fied that you have made a mistake?"
"Well, I'm putty well satisfied, ·but it might
not please ther boys around here. Ther most
of 'em s.eems ter think that Jim is guilty."
"What makes 'em think that way?"
.
"Well, one reason is 'cause his knife was found
in ther shanty by tl:.er body of ther murdered
man. Another is that Cayuse Jim has a putty
shady reputation. There's been lots of thilll&'B
done as might be laid to him, though no one
ain't never proved it yet."
"Well, I told ye-r that Jim wasn't guilty, an'
there's ,three what kin prove it, so what's ther
use of waitin' any longer? Let him out, an'
then we'll all have ,a drink."
"Well, I s'pose I may as well. I'll go over
an' see that he gits. out. I'll tell him that I
made a mistake, a:i' that I'm sorry I accused
him of bein' a murderer. Maybe he won't be
satisfied at that, 'cause he threatened ter git
me. If he':; still of that mind we'll have ter
shoot it out, that's ·all. I ain't ther one as will
take water, an' yer all know that, boys."
Having made up his mind to let them have
their way about it, Hank Low walked out of
the shanty saloon. He was followed by every
one there except Hop and the proprietor.
"Whattee you thlinkee about Cayuse Jim?"
the Chinaman asked, when the two were alone.
"Well, I don't know," and Jeny Dailey shook
h111 head and looked thoughtful. "It sorter strikes
me that he must have killed old Jim Brown.
But if there ain't no way ter prove it, what
are we goin' ter do about it? Them three -men
what jest come here ·wm swear that he didn't,
an' if he was with them at ther time ther thing
was done why it couldn't have been C11yuse Jim
what done it. But still I ain't got no particular
use for ther galoot. He's a bad one, an' no
mistake."
" Me bettee g o tellee Young Wild West, so be."
"Maybe yer had better do that, heathen. Go
ahead."
· Hop quickly darl.ed from the saloon and ran
to the camp of our friends. He found them
waiting for Wing to prepare the noonday meal,
whiclt was all but ready for them.
·
"Misler Wild," he said, as he ran up to the
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young deadshot, "Cayuse Jim allee samee g-ittee
outtee pletty soonee."
"What's that, Hop?" Wild asked, as he gave
a start.
.
The Chinaman quickly told him of the arrival of the three men and what had followed.
"So the leader of the camp is going to let the
prisoner out of the calaboose just because three
men have arrived here to swear that he was
with them at the time the crime was committed,
eh? Well, that is what I call pretty loose business. I have an idea that there are half a
dozen or more here who would be willing to
swear to such a thing. This camp Is full of bad
men, I am certain. Boys," and he turned to his
partners, "I reckon we had better go over to the
lock-up and bee what they are going to do. It
won't take long. We will come back and get our
dinner in a few minutes."
"Right yer are, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, while Jim Darf at once arose from
the rock he was sitting upon and showed his
willingness to go.
The girls . were somewhat disturbed at this,
for they had been expecting to sit down all together in about five minutes to enjoy the venison,
boiled potatoes and hot corn-muffins that had
been prepared. But none of them said a word,
for they knew very well that Young Wild West,
when he once made up his mind to do a thing,
would not change it. The younig deadshot buckled
his belt a hole tighter, and then making sure
that his revolvers were hanging in the proper
places, he at Q.IlCe started in the direction of the
little log building that was called the calaboose.
As they turned the corner of the nearest
shanty they saw that quite a crowd had gathered
there, and just as they were within about fifty
feet of the building they saw the door open and
Cayuse Jim step out, a free man. Hank Low
was just making a sort of apology when :Wild
reached his side.
"What's the matter, Mr. Low?" the boy asked,
in his cool and easy way. "What has changed
your mind, I'd like to know?"
"Well, Young Wild West," the miner said,
shrugging his shoulders, "it seems that ther
three men Cayuse Jim went away with ther day
afore yisterday has jest come in, an' they told
me that he never left 'em for a minute till this
mornin' a little afore daylight, when he got it
in his head ter ride back here, 'cause he wanted
a drink. They followed him a little later, an'
from what they say it couldn't have been him as
killed Jim Brown, even though his knife was
found at ther scene of ther crime."
"These are the three men, I suppose," and
the boy turned his gaze upon Moriarty, Geezer
Mike and HQgan, which was the name. of the
third man.
"Yes, we're ther three men, all right, kid, "
Geezer Mike answered, as a flash of anger came
from his eyes. "Don't yer dare ter say that
any of us is tellin' a lie, either, 'cause if you do
you'll git into trouble in a jiffy."
"Don't be quite so fast, my friend. I wasn't
,going to tell any of you that you lied, even if I
had thought so. I am a stranger here in Screecher Flat, and I don't want to create any trouble
at all. I don't know anything about the m1,1rder
that has been committed, nor I haven't even

seen the body of the man or the place where it
happened. Just hold your temper and don't
get excited."
·
"If, it was a man talkin' ter me like · that I
might shet up. But I wouldn't take no advice
from a boy like you. I understand that you're
responsible for our pard bein' locked up."
"Well, if I am I am glad of it. In spite of
what you say, I believ~ Cayuse Jim committed
the crime. I think Hank Low is making a
mistake in freeing him, too."
"Do yer hear that, Jim?" and Geezer Mika
tqrned to the accused man as though he was
greatly astonished.
"Yes, I hear it1 but what's ther use of sayin' '>
anything about 1t? That boy is Youn·g Wild
West, ther Champion Deadshot. He's mighty
quick with a gun, an' there ain't no use of any
of us igittin' popped over, so we'll let it go at
that."
"Well, I'll be blamed!" .
Geezer Mike was ct-rtainly astounded, and he
looked at the two who had ridden into the ·camp
with him as though he expected them to offer
a suggestion. But it seemed that they had '
caught a glance from Cayuse Jim, and they did
not even speak. The accused seemed to be quite
elated · at having been liberated, and he turned
to the leader of the camp a moment later and
said:
"Well, Hank, I don't know as I kin blame
yer for layin' ther murder on me. It sartinly
was my knife yer found there. But I told yer
that I lost it, an' that means that some one eli;e
must have pic1ced it up an' used it on Jim Brown.
As I said when yer first told me about it, it
might have been some one who didn't know me
at all, or it might have been some galoot who
thought ther crime would be laid ter me. I've
got lots of enemies, as you know. But I don't
care a bit for any of 'em, Young Wild West an'
his partners included. I'm an honest man, an'
I reckon I always know how ter take care of
myself. Come on. We'll all go over ter Jerry
Dailey's place an' have a drink."
Wild saw that it would be useless to argue
the question. The fact that he had lately arrived in the mining camp and did not know any
of the inhabitants, save possibly the man called
Bill Cuddy, was enough to make him remain
silent just then. So long as Cayuse Jim and his
friends did not start a row he was willing to let
them have .their own way. But he was a little
surprised at Hank Low for giving in to them so
easily. As the crowd turned to igo toward the
saloon' he nodded to his partners and said:
" Well, I reckon we may as w~ll go and get our
dinner. It will be just about ready when we get
back to the camp. Come on, boys."
They were not long in reaching the ca mp, a nd
t},en all hands sat down and ate just as hear tily
as though nothing had happened out of the ordinary. Hop remained there, for the moment he
was through eating he made a bee-line fo r the
6ha.nty saloon.
"Comee 'long," he said, beckoning to our hero
llnd his partners. "We havee lillee fun pletty
i!IOOilCC, SO be,"
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CHAPTER IV.-Wild and Charlie In the Gulch.
For rea,;ons of hi s own , Cayuse Jim did not
become boisterous or unruly after being set free
from the calaboose. The fact was that he was
a pretty crafty villain, and knowing very well
that he would stand little chance if he started a
fight, he decided to go it easy for a while and
make it ap pear that he had fo r given H ank Low
for ha ving him locked up. He seemed to have
plenty of money, and he treated the whole crowd
when they got to the shanty saloon.
Then those who hacJ felt certain that he was
the murderer of old Jim Brown began to think
that they might have been mistaken, after all.
While it was a known fact that the three men
who were ready to swear to his innocence were
bad characters, it was somewhat of a proof, and
even though Cayuse Jim's knife had been found
on the scene of the crime, it might have been
that he had lost it, a s he _said, and some one had
found it.
When Hop Wah walked in after dinner a
score or more were gathered in the big barroom
of the saloon. Very few had _gone to work, since
there had been so much excitement that they
had lingered, and after getting the benefit of a
few drinks, some of them did not care whether
they worked or not. Jerry Dailey seemed to be
glad that something had happ€ned, for it made
business for him. Usually he did not do much
only at night, and as he was always ready to
rake in the dollars, he had a cheerful smile on
his face and was very polite to his customers.
When Hop entered the men stopped talking instantly and all eyes were turned upon him.
Those who knew what he was capable of doing
were eager to have him there, while those who
did not, wondered what there was about the
Chinaman that attracted so much attention.
"Come on, Hop!" ·Bill Cuddy called out, please
antly. "You're jest in time t er have a drink."
"Allee light," was the reply, in a cheerful voice.
"Me takee lillee dlop of tanglefoot,- so be."
Cayuse Jim's brow da r kened slightly. It was
evident tha t he harl no particufar use for a
heathen, though he knew pretty well that Hop
was a: member of Young Wild West's party.
"Seems ter me you're very friendly with ther
yaller galoot, Bill," he observed, looking at Cuddy
as thouigh surprised.
"Well, Hop is all right, Jim," Cuddy replied,
shaking his head. "He's a magician, an' they
call him Young Wild West's clever Chinee."
"A magician, eh? Well, I reckon we don't
want no magician around here."
"Lat allee light, Misler Cayuse Jim," Hop retorted, smiling blandly. "Me no hurtee you, so
be. You velly nicee Meli can man. You no
killee um old miner."
This angered the villain g reatly, and it is hard
to tell what he would have done just then if
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had not
entered the place. The moment Cayuse Jim saw
the two his manner changed. He stepped back
a little, and turning to Joe Hoke, his rightbower, he said, in a whisper:
"I reckon ther best thing we kin do is ter sneak
out of here putty soon. It sorter looks ter me
as thou2"h Young Wild West is J?oin' ter make
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trouble for us. That boy kin git ther bigigest
part of t,-i-er men here on his side, 'canse he'1
got a way about him that most of 'em seems
ter like. There ain't no use of us tryin' ter
put up a fight on ther squar-e with 'em. If we're
goin' ter down 'em, it's got ter be done on ther
sly. Now, then, s'pose we have another drink,
an' then you kin tell ther boys to slip out one
at a time an' we'll t ake a little ride up ther
gulch."
"Well, I ain't afraid ter stay here, Young Wild
West or no Young Wild West," Hoke replied.
"But I reckon you know what's best, Jim, so
I'll tell ther boys what you say."
"G on an' do it, the~. I reckon I'm ther
leader, ain't I?"
"Yer sartinly are, Jim."
"Well, go on, then. You'll find that what I'm
doin' is about ther right thing."
Joe Hoke went around and spoke to as many
as six men who were in the room at the time.
Three of them were those who had been the
means of getting Cayuse Jim out of the lock-up,
and the other tliree must have been, friends of.
Cayuse Jim. They waited long enough to ,get
another round oxdrinks, and then, one at a time,
they left the place, each man getting a horse.
Finally only Cayuse Jim and Joe Hoke remained, and then the former said:
"Well, Joe, I reckon we had better git a few
supplies an' then start out for ther desert. I've
got ther spot marked ·where we struck ther golddust, an' theTe's plenty more of it there. I'm.
afraid somebody might git there afore I git back.
I wouldn't care if any of my friends did, but
I don't want ter see no strangers find ther
dust."
"You want me te.r go with you, then, eh, Jim?"
Hoke asked, loud enough for every one in the
room to hear.
"I sartinly do. Ain't you my right-hand man?
You have always stuck ter me, too, I reckon."
"All r ight, then. If there's anything in this
piece of business you kin bet I'll stick to ytir
now. A little gold-dust will come in mighty
handy, 'cause I'm putt y nigh broke."
Well, let's go over to ther store and buy a few
things what we want, an' then we'll be o·ff."
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie heard
every mrd that was said. They had also noticed that the men they deemed to be bad characters had gradually thinned out. It was easy
for our hero to guess that they meant to meet
somewhere, but just where they were going
he had no idea. He made up his mind to follow
them and find out, for he was well satisfied that
there was something going on that was not exactly on the level. He waited until the two villains went · out of the place, and then he turned
to Bill Cuddy and sa id:
"Are those fellows in the habit of being away
from Screecher Flat any length of time?"
"That's jest what they are, Young Wild West,"
was the reply. "They have got a way of goin'
out an' stayin' two or th r ee days sometimes, an'
when they come back they've generally got plenty
of <lust. Cayuse Jim seems ter be a putty lucky
galoot, 'cause he's always findin' gold-dust on
ther desert; an' now an' then they say he strikea
a rich-payin' placer. But he always keeps it to
himself an' friends."
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"About how many friends has he got?" Wild
~
asked, in an off-hand way.
"Well, I don't know," and Cuddy looked around
the room. "I can't say there's any here now
what kin be called his regular pals, but I s'pose
some of 'em is his friends, jest ther same. I
s'pose you have heard of ther Secret Band of
ther Gulch, ain't y~r?"
"Why, no," and the young deadshot looked
surprised.
"Well, there's a wagon-trail what runs through
a gulch jest above here, an' there's a gang
hangin' out there what's been doin' a lot of
robbin' an' holdin' up of travelers in ther last
month OJ two. Some have an fdea," and Cuddy
lowered his voice to a whisper and leaned close
to_ the boy's ear, "that Cayuse Jim knows somethin' about this gang, an' that he don't git his
gold-dust from ther desert, as he says, but gits
it through robbin' people what pass th rough
ther gulch."
"Some have an idea to that effect, eh?"
"Yes."
"Well, what do you think about it?"
"Well, I'm sorter uf that opinion myself. We
all know that there's about six or seven men
around here what's very often missin' with
Cayuse Jim. Maybe you noticed some of 'em
here a little while ago."
"Yes, I noticed them all. I can count up just
seven."
"That's it."
"I'll bet they will all be missing for a while,
since they have all gone out."
"Most likely. Oh, there ain't no doubt but
that Cayuse Jim is no good. I still think he must
have murdered old Jim Brown."
"I think so, too, and I am going to try and
find out for a fact. But I am glad you told me
about the Secret Band of the Gulch."
Charlie heard part of the conversation, and
he was as much interested as the youpg deads}lot.
"Cayuse Jim has igone into ther .store an' has
left his horse outside. Ther other galoot went
alone somewhere an' is out of sight," he whispered.
"All right, Charlie. I reckon we'll go and get
our horses and be ready to follow them when
they leave. It will take some little time'for them
to get what they want at the store, I suppose,
so we needn't be in any particular hurry."
"Couldn't we send ther heathen to git ther
horses an' bring 'em around behind ther shanty?"
the scout suggested.
"Well, that would be a good idea, for then
they wouldn't see us going to the camp. I reckon
we will do that."
The boy called Hop and told him 10 go and
get their horses and fetch them around so no one
would be apt to see them and leave them behind
the shanty saloon.
"Just tell the girls that we are going to take a
little ride this afternoon, but that we will surely
be back in time for supper," he added.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the clever Chinee at once set out to go the errand.
Wild and Charlie knew that he would bring
the horses around all right, so they paid no further attention to that part of it. Since Cayuse
Jim had let it be known that he was going to

leave the camp, some of the miners decided that
it was no longer worth while ·staying at the
saloon, so they started for their claims to work
the rest of the afternoon. The cowboys and
greasers remained there, for the former were
so much under the influence of liquor by this
time that it would not have been advisable for
them to start out, and the latter, having no
money, stayed in hopes of being treated occasionally by any one who might come in. But they
were all very peaceable, so our hero and the scout
paid no attention to them.
In about ten minutes Hop entered by the back
r
way, carrying a miniature parasol over his head
a-nd ·smiling like a happy child. This was the
signal for a burst. of laughter from those who
remained, for the Chinaman was walking in such
a funny way and the parasol looked so ridiculous that they coulrl. not help it.
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Wild," Hop
d
h
·d
sai ' as e came up an bowed to the young
deadshot.
"Good!''. was th e reply. "Now go ahead and
enjoy yourself. But be careful you don't get
into trouble."
"Me no gittee into tlouble, Misler Wild," de- -~
clared Hop, shaking his head. "If me do gittee
in tlouble me gittee outtee velly ·muchee quickee,
so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
Rop was just in the humor to make some fun,
and he began to perform a series of magic feats,
commencing by swallowing the parasol. This
had the effect of getting every one interested, save
'Wild and Charlie. They were standing close to
the doorway of the saloon and were waiting for
€ayuse Jim to ride away. While Hop was keeping the few inmates of the saloon in a roar of
laughter with his funny tricks, they watched
and waited. Finally they had the satisfaction
of seeing Joe Hoke ride up to the store and
dismount. He went inside, and then it was not
·1ong before he came out, followed by Cayuse
Jim. Each man carried a bag, which, no doubt,
contained provisions, and after they had tied
them to their saddle-backs the two mounted and
.
rode away.
"Now then, Charlie," said our hero, nodding
to the scout, "I reckon we had better go."
"Right yer are, Wild," was the reply, and
then the two walkeu ·on through to the rear of
the shanty and soon reached their horses, where
.
~
Hop had left them.
After arranging the saddle-girths to suit them,
they mounted and rode away, ta}ting care to keep
behind the shanties that lay between them and
the trail. Of course, they were bound to be
seen by some of the inhabitants of the camp.
But they cared nothing about that just then.
What they wanted to do was to leave without
any one in the saloon knowing> that they were going to follow the- two men. Once they struck
the trail that led off to the right they found the
fresh hoof-prints of more than two horses.
"Just as I thought," Wild said, nodding to his
partner. "The rest oj the gang have gone on
ahead, and Cayuse !im and the other fellow
mean to join them. Secret Band of the Gulch,
eh? Well, I don't see why it is that Hank Low
and the rest of the miners around here haven't
rounded up these fellows. Why, I am dead eel"
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"Yes, an' Cayuse Jim done it, too. But what
band."
·
.
I mean is that maybe none of ther rest of 'em
"So am I, Wild. I know it jest as much as if has been robbed or bothered by this here band.
I'd heard all about it," Charlie declared.
Most like!y it's strangers what's headin' for
"Well, perhaps it is not any of our business, the:r gold regions what's held up."
but just because I am sure that Cayuse Jim
"Yes, and a great many who are going back
killed the old miner, I want him to be punished with thei:r pile, too, Charlie, no doubt. But
for it. I - know pretty well that he would like never mind. We have no time to speculate on it
to get a sly shot at me, too, so that makes me just now. We must try and follow that gang
mQre interested in him than ever. But come on. ahead and see where they go."
We will hustle along a little, for perhaps they
Wild peered around a corner of the rock and
have been riding pretty fast."
saw that the pa1·ty ahead had come to a halt.
The gulch was a pretty wide one, the mouth Wondering what had caused them to stop, he
of it starting right from the spot where the wait~ a moment, and then he saw two horsemining camp had been built. But when they men riding that way, and within a couple of hunhad covered about a mile it narrowed down to a dred feet of the waiting band.
width of probably a hundred yards. The slant"Charlie," said he, touching the scout on the
ing sides were covered with rocks and tborny arm, "I reckon we are just in time to see a
shrubbery, such as it usually found in that part hold-up. Now, then, get ready to take a hand
of the country. Everythinig was dry and arid, in the game."
too, and the scene was hardly one that might
be , called inviting. "1ith · the hot sun shining
overhead, the average person would have felt it
CHAPTER V.-Spoiling A Hold-up.
a punishment to be tl:ere just then . . But Young
Wild West and Chevenne Charlie did n.ot seem
When Cayuse Jim left. the store in Screecher
to mind this in the- least. They had stripped Flat he had no idea that he was going to be
off their buckskin coats and were taking it easy
followed. With Joe Hoke, his right-hand man at
in their silk shirts.
his side, he rode along quite at his ease.
Wild wore a blue one, and Charlie's was red,
"Wel1, Joe," he said, as they got a short disand with their wide-brimmed sombreros tipped tance -from the camp, "I reckon you'll agree with
well back on their heads the two certainly made me that it's a whole lot better ter git away than
a true picture of the dashing Westerner. Wild's ter stay around here an' run ther risk of git· horse could easily out-distance Charlie's, but for tin' in a scrimmage with Young Wild West an'
that matter the boy had never met any one who his pards. That boy an' them two with him
owned a steed who could compare with Spitfire, sartinly kin shoot, so I've heard, an' you know
eitlier in speed or endurance. As they rode along putty well that they ain't got no likin' for me."
~e · sonel seemed to want to go a little, but
"An' I know putty well that you ain't got no
Wild held him in, fo r he did !l'lot wish to tire likin' for them, too, · Jim," Hoke retorted, shakhis partner's horse.
ing his head.
"
The further they rode through the gulch the
"Yes, that's l'ight enough. Young Wild West
more irregular the way became. They were fol- so1-te1· spoiled my game. But I don't know but
lowing a wagon trail, which went this way and what it's jest as well, after all, 'cause if I had
that among .the rocks and bushes, just as those shot Hank Low there would have been a whole
who had first passed that way had traveled.
Jot of trouble about it. As it is now, ·there isn't
About three miles from the mining camp they so many men in Screecher Flat what thinks there's
came to a rather sharp turn in the gulch. The anything wrong about me. Since we've been
cliffs Teared ·themselves in almost perpendicular workin' in ther gulch we've treated people beform on either side, and the distance between longin' at ther camp putty well. Of course, that
them could not have been more than a.hundred little affair what happened ther night afore last
feet. But it branched out again, wider, further was different. We knowed that old Jim Brown
on. As· the two made the turn thev came in had a pile of dust there, an' that it wasn't likely
si:ght of those they were following. But Cayuse he would 'ever live long enough ter git away with
Jim and Joe Hoke were not alone now. With it. I meant ter git ther dust without hurtin'
them were six other s, all well mounted and ther old· feller, but it turned out t'other way. If
carrying carbines.
he had lived we would have got into trouble.· But
"There they are, • Charlie I" exclaimed Young we got ther dust, anyhow, an' I was foolish
Wild West, as he reined in his sorrel stallion enough ter leave my knife there."
.
quickly. "There goes the Secret Band of the
"It sorter made me worry a whole lot, Jim,"
Gulch. I don't understand why there are so and Hoke acted as though he was not done
many fools living at Screecher Flat. Why, we worrying yet. "I thought it was goin' ter be
never heard of such a band until a few minutes all up with yer, blamed if I didn't. But I knowed
ago, and we have found them right away."
that three of ther boys was out, and if I could
- "That's right, Wild," Charlie retorted, as he see 'em an' let 'em know about it they would
moved his hoi:se behind a jutting rock. "But swear that you wasn't nowhere around when ther
- maybe ther men at ther camp ain't been tryin' crime was committed. That part of it was workt.er git ,'em. Most likely ther Secret Band of ed all riight, an' you got out of ther lock-up
t'her • Gulch, as it's called, has let ther miners easy."
"Yes, an' you kin bet I'll stay out of it, too.
alone up there."
"Well, :they didn't let one of them alone, from I don't mean ter do a thing that wm make any
what we have heard. There was a murder com- one livin' in Screecher Flat have an idea that
mitted the night before last."
· there's anything wrong about me any more tban
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that I'm what yer kin call a bad man. We kin on to our cave, an' then we'll take things easy
go back an' forth whenever we feel like it, an' an' wait till Young Wild West comes this way.
every time we go all's we've got ter do is ter give I've sorter got it in my head that he will, an'
out that we've got a way of findin' pl6cers, an' if he don't, why, he'll go some other way, an'
pockets, an' that we don't want ter gi~ rich too that will settle it as far as his bein' around here
fast. There's plenty of men travelin' through ter interfere with us is concerned."
ther gulch. Some comes an' some goes, an' we've
The eight men now started their horses fornever yet struck one that wasn't worth tacklin'." ward and rode on through the gulch. Not one of
"Yes that's right. I reckon ther smallest them dreamed of such a thing that they were
amount of money we've struck since we've been being followed. When they were within probdoin' business here amounted ter about sixteen abl.y half a mile of the snug retreat they had in
dollars."
·
a cave at the left side of the gulch, they paused
"Well, sixteen dollars would buy a hat for a to give their horses a breathing spell. They had
feller, anyhow, if he was bareheaded an' wanted scarcely done this when the clatter of hoofs
one," and Cayuse Jim laughed.
sounded ahead of them, and the next minute two
"It's a wonder to me," Hoke said, after a short horsemen appeared, riding toward them.
silence, "that a vigilance committee ain't been
"Git on your masks, boys!" exclaimed the
formed ter run us down."
leader·of the band. "I reckon we call ourselves
"Well, they've sartinly been lookin' for us ther Secret Band of ther Gulch, so we don't want
enough, ain't they?"
ter do no business without our faces bein' cov"Oh, yes! Hank Low has been doin' all he ered. It may be that these two galoots ain't got
could do, but that galoot ain't got brains enough much money, but every little bit helps."
ter fiigure out things, an' I s'pose it's a good
With remarkable quickness each man prothing for us that he ain't."
duced a black mask from his pocket and quickly
"Yes Hank means all right. I don't believe adjusted it over his face. Then they remained
that f~ller would take anything that didn't be- sitting in the saddle, while the two horsemen
long ter him not if he almost got killed for it. kept on coming toward them. It was not until
He's what yer call an honest man, all right, an' the latter were within a hundred feet of them
he's doing his best ter keep things straight in that they discovered that those waitin,g were
Screecher Flat. But if it hadn't been for Y<>Ung masked. Then they brought their horses to a
Wild West to-day he would have got his medi- halt and acted very uneasy.
cine."
"Come right on, strangers," Cayuse Jim called
The two rode on ancl finally overtook those out, and then he rode toward them, a revolver in
who had left the saloon previous to them.
his hand. "If yer turn ter go away you'll git
"Well, boys," Cayuse Jim ;:aid, as he rode up plugged in ther back, so you had better stand
to them and came to a halt, "I reckon here we · an' deliver. We're the Secret Band of ther Gulch,
are ag'in, an' we're out on business, too. Maybe an' no one kin go through here without payin'
we wouldn't have come out here so soon if it toll."
hadn't been that Young Wild West struck ther
The t wo strangers were rather roughly dresscamp. But it sorter seemed ter me that it would ed, but possessed good horses and earried the
be best ter git away, 'cause maybe he won't sta:y regular outfit of a prospector with them. They
very Jong, an' if he r.appens ter go through this had not been riding very fast, since it was very
way when he leaves we'll sartinly make what yer hot and their belongings made quit~ a load for
call a grand hold-up. It must be that they've their steeds. Having discovered that it was a
got a considerable sum of money with 'em, 'cause hold-up, they looked at each other in dismay, and
they can't travel about ther country ther way did not offer to put up a fight. But why should
they do without havin' use for plenty of money." too men be foolish enough to ·put up a fl,ght
"Well it's most likely they'll come this way against eight masked men who were ready to
when they leave, 'cause they come in by ther shoot them down at the least move they made?
other way," Joe Hoke spoke up.
As Cayuse Jim reined in his horse directly be"Oh yes," the man called Moriarty declared. fore the t wo his companions started to ride that
"They111 head on down for Phoenix, most likely. way, and soon their victims were surrounded.
We'll git 'em, all ri,ght."
"How much have they got, pard ?" Hoke asked,
"An' when we git 'em, boys," Cayuse Ji_m said, refraining from calling the leader by his name.
shaking his 'head, "Young Wild West will die.
"I ain't found that out yet, " was the reply.
I've got a grudge ag'in him that's got ter be "You j est go through 'em, while we keep 'em
paid. I won't be satisfied jest with what money covered. But I reckon they ain't goin' ter put
he's got. Another thing, that sorrel stallion he up no fight. They'll be satisfied ter give us what
rides around would just about suit me, provided they've got, if we'll let 'em go. We ain't here
I had ter leave here an' go to some other parts ter kill anybody . .We jest want what money we
where ther animal wc•uldn't be recognized."
kin git hold of. Maybe they've got a watch or
"They've all got good horses," one of the others two, so you kin tal<e them, too."
ventured to say. "I seen 'em at their camp afore
"I suppose we'll have to give you what we've
I left."
got," one of the victims of the hold-up declared,
.
"An' there's a couple of nice-lookin' gals an' a shaking his head. "It ain't very much I have, /
. fine young woman with 'em, too," Geezer Mike but it means that I'll be in a bad fix when I !l?'et
observed, with a leer.
to Screecher Flat, because I don't know a soul
·
"'.!;'hat's right, Geezer, you're a regular ladies' there."
man, and I'll bet you took good notice of them
"We can't help that," declared Cayuse Jim,
pis," laughed Cayuse Jim. "But never mind grinning under his mask. "It's our business ter
about ther gals an' ther horses now. We'll go take what we kin git from every one we meet
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passin' through this gulch. I jest told yer that
we called ourselves ther Secret Band of ther
Gulch, didn't I?"
There was no reply to thi s, but t he two, not
waiting for Joke Hoke to make a search, of
them, handed out what money and valuables they
had. One of them had a pretty good watch, and
a s he gave it to Hoke, he said:
"I hope you'll give me a chance to redeem that
some time. It was a present from my father. "
"Well, I reckon you'll have ter ask ther boss,"
Hoke answered, as he weighed the timepiece in
his hand.
"We ain't runnin' no pawnbroker's shop,"
Cayuse Jim spoke up, and then the masked villains all laughed in unison.
.
Not satisfied that their victims had handed
over all they had, Hoke and one of the others
went through their pockets. Finding nothing
more of any value to them, they told the two that
they might ride on. Cayuse Jim had dumped
t he· mo.ney, watch and other valuables into a
leather -b ag, which he was still holding in his
hands when he told the two men that they could
go. It was at that moment that the clatter of
hoofs sounded behind them, and turning, they
beheld Youlli&' Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
riding toward them at full speed. The young
deadshot had his rifle at his shoulder, too, and
the moment Cayuse Jim recognized him he cried
out, excitedly:
;,
"Light out, boys! Hefe comes Young Wild
West!"
·
The fact was that Wild and Cha rlie had man-•
aged to get up pretty close to the villains before
they were discovered. Th.ey had let thei r horses
walk along until they thought it a dvisable to
make a dash, and then they r ode forward a t t op
speed. Of course, they had seen all that ha ppeend . while stiting in the saddle, for it happened that none of the band looked that way.
"Drop that bag, you sneaking coyote!" Wild
called out, as he saw the leader of t he ma sked
"' men make a break through the gulch.
Cayuse Jim did not wait to be told a second
time, but promptly dropped the bag that contained the plunder. Away the eight villains
went, as though· riding for their lives. But Wild
did not attempt to capture them just then. While
he could easily have shot· them all down, if he so
desired, he wanted to find where their retreat
was, and then make his own plan s to capture
them alive.
" Charlie," said h~, turning to the scout, "you
stay here and straighten up thi ngs with th ese
two men. I am going to t r y an d work my way
through the gulch and see where the scoundrels
go to. Of course, they won't ride to their cave,
or wherever they have their quarters while any
one is pursuing them. I have an idea that the
place can't be very far from here, so I am going
to let them get on ahead and then ride along a
short distance and leave my horse somewhere
while I proceed on foot and watch them."
"All right, Wild, I'll do jest as you s ay."
Wild brought his horse to a wait long enough
to say a cheering word or two to the victims of
the villainous band, and then he struck out across
the igulch to the right. The band ·was just disappearing around the turn then, and he could
see them looking back.
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"They think we a r e satisfied to recover what
they stole from the two men," he thought. "Well,
let them go on. I will find them, and then I will
get ready to fix Cayuse Jim all right."
Charlie dismounted and Wild rode along
slowly.
"Well, boys," he said to the two men, "I reckon
it ain't so bad, after all. We wasn't gain' ter
let them galoots take anything away from ver.
Young Wild West wanted ter let 'em go ahead
an' rob yer afore he done anything, yer know."
"Young Wild West, you say!" one of the men
~nswered, looking at the scout in surpl'ise."
'' Yes, that's Young Wild West gain' over there.
He's goin' ter find where that gan,g goes t cr.
I'm Cheyenne Charlie, one of his pards."
"Oh, I've heard of you, too. I'm very thankful for what you have done for us, and I hope
Young Wild West ·will be successful in finding
where the villains are going to hide themselves."
· The other man wa.;; just as thankful, and he
declared it several times over. Charlie picked
up the leather bag that had been dropped to
the ground by the leader of the band, and when
the man who owned the watch found it was
still running he was delighted.
"I wanted to let them give me the opportunity .
to redeem this watch," he said, nodding to Charlie, "for it was a gift from my father. But they
told me · that they were not running a pawnbroker's shop, and then they all had a good
laugh."
"We seen 'em laughin'," the scout answered,
"but I reckon it soon stopped, didri't it?"
"Yes, they acted as though they were very
much afraid when they saw you coming," the
othe1· man declared.
Charlie questioned them and learned that their
names were Walker and Benson, and that they
had been p1•ospectin,g in different parts of Arizona for over a year, with little or no success.
However, they had managed to pick up enough
to live on, and having heard that things were
panning out pretty well at Screecher Flat, they
had set out for there.
"It ain't very much that we would have lost,
anyhow," declared Walker, shaking his head.
"But we would have been in pretty bad shape
to strike a camp where we didn't know any one
withou t any money. Now, then, Cheyenne_Charlie, just tell us what you want u s to do. Young
Wild West cer tainly 'won't be able to handle the.
whole of that gang alone, if he find s where
they g o."
"Well, I re.c kon he could handle 'em, all right,
pa rd," Charlie answered, with a grin. "But he
won't try to do that. If he find s out where they
go he'll fix up ·somethtn' for 'em a little later
on, an' don't yer forgit it. If you ain'~ in no
hurry about gi ttin' over to Screecher Flat, you
might as well wait right here with me till Wild
comes up. It won't be very long afore we'll
see him comin', you kin depend on · that."
• "Suppose we get over under the rocks here,
where it's shady," suggested Benson, whose face
was streaming with perspiration just then.
"That might be a good idea," the scout admitted.
The three then led their horses to a shady
spot, and finding as comfortable a spot to sit as
they could they proceeded to take it easy, keep-
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ing their eyes fixed in the direction Young Wild
West had taken.

CHAPTER VI.-Wild's Warning Sign.
Wild did not ride more than a couple of hundred yards after he rounded a bend in the gulch
before he brought -his horse to a halt and dismounted. Though he could not see the villains
who made off at full speed, he beheld the dust
rising a short distance ahead, where a sharp
projection of rock ran out from the left side of
the gulch. Placing his horse where it could not
be seen very handily, he started along close to
the cliff, on the left, on foot. In about a minute
he saw the band of horseinen riding back, and
then he knew t]:iat they had gone past their retreat, probably thinking they would be followed.
"I reckon I'll soon know all about your hidingplace now, you -sneaking coyotes," the boy muttered, as he gave a ·nod of satisfaction. "I'll find
where you are located, and then I'll give you a
warning to quit these parts. If you don't take
it in a hurry we will have to corral you, that's
all."
Wild was just as cool about it as though he
was merely going to play a ioke on some of his
:friends. He crept into a niche and waited until
the horsemen came riding up close to ~he spot.
Much to his satisfaction they halted right near
him. The villains still had their masks on them,
and they began talking in low tones.
"It's a wonder they didn't keep right on after
us," he heard one of ·them say, and then he smiled softly to himself.
"M'aybe they thought we ·was too many ~or
'em," a man whom he recognized as Cayuse Jim
by his voice, answered. "Of course, Young Wild
West an' his pard didn't know us. If they had
lmowed who we was most likely they would have
started ter shoot, 'cause they ain't got no use
for me, yer know, boys."
Then they all looked up and down the canyon
earefully, after whi-~h they turned their eyes to
the top of the cliffs on either side. But there was
no one to be seen, for Wild was pretty well hidden in the niche. If the villains had gone a
little further on they would have found the
sorrel stallion. But they did not, no duubt feeling pretty sure that Young Wild West and his
partntr had not followed them. One of them
now turned his horse to the left and rode straight
across to the other side of the igulch.
There were numerous cracks in the face of the
cliff, some of them being great cracks and others
more than wide enough for a horse and rider
to pass through. Into one of these the villain
rode. The rest followed, all taking a glance
behind them to make sure they were not being
watched as they did it. When the last one had
disappeared inside, Wild waited for fully five
minutes. He did not want to venture out and
have one of them suddenly come outside and
~e him. But no one showed up, and then he
·turned slightly to the right atid crossed to the
other side. He had marked well the spot, so
there was no danger of his mistaking it when he
got there. Stepping along as caiefuUy as though
he was approaching a band of hostile Indians,
the youn&' deadshot continued until he saw the

identical place where the Secret Band of the
Gulch had disappeared. But if he had not known
exactly where it was he would have soon discovered it, for though the ground was hard and
flinty, the unmistakable prints of horses' hoofs
showed here and there.
"Well," he tliought, "I reckon there is no need
·of me doiri;g anything further now. I know
where their hiding-place is, ,so we can come and
get them any time we want to. I will go back
to Charlie now, for most likely he is waiting for
me."
He again took a careful look at the surroundings, so he would be able to come there in the
dark, If necessary, and then feeling sure that he
could not mistake it, he walked along close un. der the cliff until he came in sight of his horse
at the other side. Then he crossed over and,
mounting, rode slowly off and soon found Charlie waiting with ·the two prospectors.
"Well, how did yer make out, Wild?" the scout
asked, eagerly, as the boy dismounted.
"Fine, Charlie!" was the reply.
"Yer found where they went then, eh, Wild?"
"I certainly did."
"Good enougn! I'm jest itchin' ter git in a
scrimmage with thcr sneakin' galoots."
"Well, I reckon we won't bother them just
now. I've been thinking of giving them a warning before we b(:lgin operations. Of course, I
·k now it will do no good, but just to make it
a little different from the usual 'way we do things,
l will write a notice and post it somewhere in
the gulch."
The boy then turned to the two prospectors,
who were waiting anxiously to have a word with
him. - Charlie introduced them, and soon Wild ·
was - talking away, laughingly, just a!; though
nothing that was out of the ordinar~ had happened.
"I am glad your watch was not broken when
the villain dropped the bag," he said to the
owner of the timepiece. "If he had not obeyed
me when I called out to him I was going to put
a bullet through his arm. He would have dropped it quick enough then."
"Do you mean to say you could have shot him
through the arm while you were riding at full
speed, Young Wild West?" Walker asked, looking at the boy in surprise.
"Yes, I reckon I could have.done that all ri,ght.
But there is nothing strange in that. I have
practiced that kind c,f a shot a whole lot, so it
comes pretty easy, you know."
"I shouldn't think it would be very easy," and
the prospector turned to his companion and shook
his head.
"Nor I, either," Benson declared. "But you
must remember, Walker, that Young Wild West
is the Champion Deadshot of these parts."
• "Yes, I know. I have heard much about him.
. But it does seem impossible that even he could
make a shot like that, especially while he is
riding at a gallop, and the man' he is after was
doing the same."
"Well, maybe I will show you a little fai:i.cy
shooting before we leave these parts," our hero
said, with a laugh. "But I reckon we had better
set out for Screecher Flat no--.v. I want to fut
up a warning notice for Cayuse Jim,-
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"Is that the name of the leader of the villains?" Benson asked.
"Yes, but you needn't say anything about it
at the mining camp. It appears that Cayuse
Jim and several others who hang around the
camp occasionally have got the reputation of
being pretty bad characters. But no one has
ever put them down as being the Secret Band
of the Gulch. It strnck me right away that they
were, as soon as I heard that such a band existed,
and we were not long in finding it out. We were
watching_ them when they put on their masks as
you two were riding up this way. We will go to
the camp and tell what happened here, and then
I want to wait and see if any one thinks t hat
the villains who left are the ones ·who made the
hold-up."
They all mounted now and were soon · riding
leisurely along through the gulch. The sun
was still hot, -but Wild and Charlie only smiled
when their companions sugges~d such a thing.
It was not a great distance to the mining camp;
so after a while they saw it ahead of them, · and
then they put on a Ii ttle spurt and -quickly rode
up to the front of the shanty saloon. It hap- ·
pened that there were but half a dozen men
there then, one of them being Hop. He was
playing draw poker with the three cowboys who
had been hanging around the place all day,
though it was easy to guess that the cowboys
had very little J!!Oney, for less than a dollar in
charge lay upon the table. As the two prospectors followed Wild and Charlie into the place,
Jerry Dailey, who was dozing in a chair at the
end of the bar, promptly arose.
"Hello, Young Wild West!" he exclaimed. "So
you have brought a couple of strangers with yer,
have yer?" '
"Yes, we met tliem up in the gulch, three or
four miles from here," our hero answered.
"Charlie and I happened along just in time to
save them from being robbed. They were robbed, in fact, but we managed to make the robbers give them back what they had taken from
them."
"Robbed, eh? They must have met ther gang
what's called ther Secret Band of ther Gulch,
ahen?"
"The very same, Jerry. There -<vere eight of
them, and they were all masked, too."
"They was all masked, eh?" Jerry asked, after
a pause.
"Yes, they all had black masks over their
faces."
"Yer couldn't see any of 'em so yer could tell
who they was, then?"
"Well, hardly. But wha t makes you ask that?"
"Oh, I don't know. But ther last time a holdup was made in ther gulch it was right after a
few sartin ones left here. It's ther same to-day,
so blamed if I ain't beginning ter t hink that
there's somethin' in what some of t her boys has
said."
"Oh, some of the boys has been talking about
the secret band, then?"
"Yes, now an' then one of 'em says he sorter
thinks that Cayuse Jim an' his pals is ther band
makin' so much trouble for them what passes
back an' forth through ther gulch." ·
"Well, we couldn't tell who they were with the
masks on their faces, you know, Jerry."
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"No, of course not. But yer might have took
notice of ther horses."
"Well, we saw their horses quite plainly, for
we were very close to them. But the fact is,
we never took notice of the horses Cayuse Jim
and his friends rode away with."
.
"Oh!" and the keeper of the shanty saloon
nodded.
"I'd like to have a couple of pieces of board,
Jerry," our hero said, when the saloonkeeper
had made arrangements with the two prospectors
to keep them for a clay or two. "I want to make
a little ign to post up iv the gulch, a mile or so
from het e."
·
"If you go out behind ther buildin' you'll find
about what yer want, I reckon, Young Wild
West," the man replied. "There's a little shop
out ther e with some tools in it, and a little --0f
everything. I'm a sort of handy man myself,
an' I always keep all kinds of tools on hand."
"All right, I'll help myself, then. Bqt I won't
take much."
"'"-' antee me helpee you, Misler Wild?" Hop
Wah asked, as he arose from the table after
winning all the money the cowboys had.
"No, Hop," was the reply, "I reckon I can do
this alone. But say!"
"Whattee you wantee, Misler Wild?"
"How much money did you win from those
fellows?"
"Sixee, seven dollee, so be, Misler Wild."
"All right, give back it to them, then."
"Lat whattee me wantee do, Misler Wild," and
the Chinaman smiled blandly and quickly counted out the change and handed it to the cowboys,
who were amazed at his liberality.
But Hop knew that Wild would never permit
him to keep money he won from those he cheated,
especially if they wei·e innocent gamblers.
"I'll tell you what you can do, Hop," ihe boy
said, after the transaction was over with, "you
go over to the camp and tell the girls that we
have come back, and that we will be over there
pretty soon. You can tell them that we have
made a great discovery this afternoon, and that
by to-morrow there will be a little excitement in
the camp."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
at once hurried away.
The young deadshot called to Charlie to follow him, and went outside to the rear of the
place. He found what Jerry called his shop,
easily enough, and once i:nside of the little building he saw about ev'!.-:.vthing he needed to make
his warning sign. Then Wild searched about
and found a can of black paint and a brush. He
quickly inscribed t he following up-on the board
sign:
"WARNING;
"Cayuse Jim must leave this part of the country insid e of t wo hours or take his medicine.
"Young Wild West."
"How does that strike you, Chai-lie?" he said,
as he stepped back and looked at his work.
"That sartinly is all right," the scout answered,
with a grin. "I'd like ter be around close by
when ther galoot reads ther warnin' sign."
"Now, then, we'll take this with us over to
the camp and before sunset we will ride un the
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gulch about a couple of miles and set a post there
and riail this to it. .It may be that Cayuse Jim
and some of his men will take a notion to come
back to Screecher· Flat to-night, and if they do
they will be pretty sure to see it. But I am in
hopes that they will wait till morning before
they come. · I don't care much about being out
in the hot part of the d·a y, especially when t'here
is any hard work to be done. We will take Jim
with us and go out· the first thing in the morning1
and if we can't manage to get the secret bana
to see the sign we will take it directly up in
front of the cave they are hiding in. Then we
can m'aJce a little noise and they will surely come
out and see it."
· "We might go up that way this afternoon,
'cause ther quicker we git this thing done with
ther better it will be."
"Well, all right, Charlie. We will go and see
what the girls think about it. Perhaps they
will want to take a little ride up and see the
fun."
Taking the newly painted sign with them, they
·went on over to the spot they had camped upon,
without going into the saloon again. Hop was
just about to go back again, but when he saw
tl:ie sign he was all attention. Wild placed it
so all hands could read it, and then quickly. related all that had passed since they had set out
to follow Cayuse Jim and the fellow called Joe
Hoke.
"Well, I think there can't be many bright men
around here, Wild," Arietta declared, laughingly.
"The idea of there being a gang of robbers called the Secret Band of the Gulch, and no one
suspecting Cayuse Jini and his friends of belonging to it."
"Well, it seeins that some have suspected ·such
a thing, but no one has done anything about
it," the boy answered.
"I should think they would have a vigilance
committee here," Anna spoke up.
"Um cowboy allee samee tellee me lat um seclet
band no lob many ·Melican men when ley comee
here. Ley waitee till ley go back with plenty
gold-dust. Nobody in um camp knowee 'boutee,
•
maybe, so be," .spoke up Hop.
"That sounds a little reasonable, heathen," the
scout answered, with a nod. "But you kin bet
all you're worth that ther secret band ain't goin'
ter rob no more travelers, not after to-day."
"Maybe ley wantee lob me, Misler Charlie. Me .
likee lat velly muche. Me gottee plenty bad
money."
"Say, Hop," and the scout leaped forward,
laughing as he did so, "blamed if that wouldn't
be a good idea. They're sich . a soft lot that
maybe Wild would Iet us put up a job on 'em ter
have a little fun afo1·e we git through with 'em.
You have got a lot of big bills what ain't no
good."
"What are you trying to do now, Charlie?"
Wild asked.
"Well, you heard jest what ,~:e was talkin'
about, Wild. S'pose we let Hop have ,some fun
with 'em afore we trap 'em?"
"Well, you want to do it this afternoon, then,
because I have made up my mind to ride up there
between now and sunset and plant our sign right
close to the spot where they are hiding. Arietta
has ex1Ji'essed a desire to go along and see the

fun, and I am pretty sure Anna and Eloise will
want to go, too."
"We will be glad to go if there is no danger,
.
Wild," Eloise said, rather timidly.
"Well,; I reckon there won't be any danger
about ti. There are only eight of them, and if
the three of us can't take care of them in a hurry
I don't want to ever tackle a gang of thieves
·
again."
So it was quickly decided that they were all
to go up the gulch later in the afternoon, though
Charlie and Hop were going a little ahead of
them to have some fun with the secret band
before the warnin.g was displayed:

'
CHAPTER VII.-Hop and the Secret Band.
Cheyenne Cha:,:lie and Hop Wah' left the camp
about the middle of the afternoon and rode slowly
up the gulch. The clever .Chinee was well prepared to make it interesting for the Secret Band
of the Gulch if they attempted to rob him, and
the scout wanted to be hiding somewhere to take
in the scene. When Charlie reached about the
spot he thought proper to stop at he dismounted
and tied his horse behind some rocks. Wild had
told him the side of the opening to the cave was
on, and he judged they must be 'J)retty near it.
He weht along a little further, however, and then
slipped behind a, convenient rock, at the same
time saying:
"Now then, Hop, go on an' do some singin'."
"Allee light," was the reply, and then the
Chinaman opened hi.3 mouth and began letting
out something that might have been called a
ballad in his own country, but which sounded
ridiculous to the scout.
The shrill falsetto voice rose and fell, and
sometimes it sounded more like a piercing shriek
than anything else. He kept it up until his
horse had walked a distance of a couple of hundred feet, and then two men suddenly appeared
at the other side of the gulch. Cheyenne Charlie
saw them and so did Hop, but the latter did not
let on that he did. He kept right on, acting
as though he- was the happiest Chinaman in the
whole wor ld. The next minute more men appeared. The scout smiled grimly and fingered
the trigger of his rifle.
The villains all wore masks, but he knew that
one of them was pr.o bably Cayuse Jim. He saw
them look at the innocent-appearing Chinaman,
and then glance up and down the- gulch, as
though they wanted to make.sure that they would
not be interfered with. Then they came running ·
toward Hop. The Celestial made out that he
did not see them until they were within fifty
feet of him. Then he uttered a sharp cry of
alarm and urged his horse forward.
"Hold on there, heathen!" one of them cried
as he leveled a revolver at him. "Stop right
where yer are."
"Hip hi I" shouted Hop. "Helpee ! helpee ! Me
no wantee gittee killee, so be. Me velly goodee
·
Cb'.inee."
"Shet up that yellin', heathen," was the command~ and then Ho,p acted as though he was
nearly frightened to death .
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"'Vhattee mattee?" he asked, faintly, as the "Ther first time I see yer I'll give yer back your
money."
villains surrounded him.
The whole eight of them were there, and
"Allee light," was the cheerfui reply. "You
Charlie could not heln 1.1\Tinning, for he saw how havee lillee fun with um poor Ciiinee. Maybe
easy it would be if Wild and Jim were with him evelythling be allee light pletty s0-0nee."
to corral the whole bunch. But Wild had set
Hop got on his horse and then turned as
down his plans, and that was all there was to it. though to r ide back 1.o Screecher Flat.
"Where are yer goin', anyhow, heathen?" he
"Where are yer goin ', heathe.n ?" Cayuse Jim
heard Cayuse Jim ask, as he took hold of Hop's called out, sharply.
arm- and pulled him from his horse.
"Me go back to Schleecher Flat and tellee
"Me allee samee go to "Phoenix, so be," the evelybody um Seclet Band of um Gulch allee
Chinaman answered, shaking his head. "Me samee holdee me uppee."
·gittee dischargee. Me workee for Young Wild
"Oh, you're goin' ter do that, then? I thought
West, but he no likee me some more, and he pay yer was only makin' out you was so innocent.
me and tellee me go vellv muchee quickee."
So you know about ther Secret Band of ther
"Ah! so that's how it is, eh? Well, I knowed Gulch, then?"
blame well that you was one of Young Wild
"Me hear plen t y tail:ee 'bo.utee, so be."
"Well, go on back a n' t ell 'em. I reckon it's
West's heathens, but I could not imagine what
you was <loin' here alone. So you got discharged, all right, anyhow. If yer see Young Wild West,
tell him, too."
_
did yer?"
"Lat light. Me no likee, too. Me gottee plenty
"Me no talkee to Young Wild West, so be. He
Jong way to tlavel."
allee samee discharg·ee me, and me no likee."
'.'Well, I reckon yer have got a few miles ter
"Well, a4 right, go on, heathen."
travel afore you >fetch up at Phoenix. But you're
Thim, laughing heartily, the leader of the vilgoin' in ther right direction, anyhow, heathen, lainous gan,g turned and walked toward the se,,_ so don't worry. If you live long enough you'll cret entrance of the cave, the rest following. But
reach there."
before going in they waited until the Chinaman
"Me got tee plenty money," the Chinaman said, had disappeared behind the bend, however, for
innocently.
Cayuse Jim was altogether too sharp to give
"Yer have, eh? I s'pose yer had a lot comin' even a Chinaman a chance to see the way to
to yer when you got discharged."
get in. ·
Hop shook his head.
It was just at that mome11t that one of the·
"No, me no havee velly muchee. Me play cards cigars exploded, anJ Cheyenne Charlie laughed
plenty timee and win money. Me showee you." heartily from behind the rock. Then another re- Then just as though he had not the least fear port followed, · and the next instant the third
of being robbed, he drew a fat-looking wallet came. He could hear a commotion inside the
from a pocket and opened it, displaying a thick cave, but no one came out. ·
wad of bills.
Cayuse Jim's e·yes glistened
"Well, that's what I call putty good!" he rethrough the holes in the mask he wore. He marked, and then he waited for a chance to get
saw that the bills were twenties and fifties, and to his horse and join the Chinaman. As none
he felt that there must be a big pile there.
of the villains showed up again, he was not long
"Heathen," said he, "that money does me good in doing this, and when he overtook Hop there
ter look at it. It ain't so very often we see much was a broad grin cin his face.
paper money around here. It's g!')nerally in gold
"That was all right, heathen," he declared.
an' silver."
I was waitin' for them cigars ter explode.
"Me likee paper money, for me allee samee "But
It must have been that ther powder was putty
takee with me better. }{o heavy like um gold well
into ther middle of 'em."
and silver."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie," was the reply. "Me
"Yes, that's t r ue enough, too. But how did
makee lillee mistakee. Next tieme me fixee um
yer manage ter git so much paper money?"
diffelent."
"Evel!'{ timee me comee to um town where 'um cigars
"Well, we'll ride on back until we meet Wild
bank me change my money for paper."
Jim, an' ther gals; now," the scout observed.
"Oh, I see! Well, how much do yer s'pose . an'
"Then it won't be long afore Wild puts up his
you have got there, heathen?"
warnin'."
"Maybe two, thlee thousand dollee."
"Let me count.it for yer."
"Allee light, but you givee backee to poor
CHAPTER VIII.-What Followed Young Wild
Chinee."
West's Warning.
"Oh, sartin!" and then Cayuse Jim broke into
a laugh, which was joined in by his companions.
They all regarded it as a splendid joke, and
Young Wild West and Jim Dart left the camp
Hop looked at them innocently, as though he with the girls a little over half an hour after
could not quite comprehend it. But the m-0ney Charlie and H-0p went off. They had no fear that
Hop had showed them was the counterfeit }?ills any one would bother Wing, so he was left in
charge. Arietta was eager to gee how Cayuse ,
he had spoken of.
Cayuse Jim then proceeded to count the coun- Jim and his gang would act when they saw Wild'a
. terfeit bills and when he was through Hop handed warning, and she did lots of talking as they
each of the gang one of his loaded cigars. They rode along. They were about half-way to the
accepted th•em eagerly and the leader then turned spot where Wild intended to put the sigh when
they met the scout and Hop returning. It was
to the Chinaman.
"You kin go now, heathen," the leader said. easy to tell by the looks of the two that they had
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been quite sµccessful in what they ha<l un.d ertaken.

"Yer missed a whole· lot of fun," Charlie declared, as he rode up and brought his horse to a
halt. "I sartinly had a good laugh, though more
than once I felt like pullinl ther trig,g·er of my
rifle. If any of 'em had offered ter hurt Hop I
sartinly would have opened fire."
"Well, that would have spoiled the whole thing,
Charlie," our hero said, shaking his head. "You
promised not to let yourself be seen at all."
"That's all right, Wild. I kept ther promise.
I'm only tellin' yer how I felt about it."
"\Vell, it's all right, anyhow. What did Hop
do?"
.
Charlie was not Ieng in relating the whole
ir_ cident, and there was much laughing as he
proceeded. Hop waited until Charlie was through,
"nd then he told the story in his own way.
"Me wantee gittee my bad money back, too,
Misler Wild," he said, shaking his head. "Maybe
me use la:t ,some other timee."
"Well, I reckon you'll have a chance to get
your money back, Hop. Dut it won't matter
much, because you ean buy such stuff in almost
any good-sized town ."
"Lat light. But maybee me no gittee to um
big town velly soonee."
.t
"Oh, yes, you will. I think the next place we
will stop at will be Phoenix. That's a mighty
big town."
"Allee samee velly nicee town, M;sJer \Vild."
Wild was carrying the sign he' had lettered,
and he was careful not to let the paint get
rubbed from it. \V11en they were within a mile
of the spot where they intended to post it, Charlie saw just what they needed, and di,im:iunt,n>\',
he climbed up the si,l~ of the gulch a distance and
rolled down a stick tl-,«t was about five inches in
diameter and probably tei._ feet in length.
"I reckon this will do, Wild," he said. "!lop
kin carry this along on his horse all right."
"Now, then, come o " our hero said. "I reckon
we will post this about where the two prospectors were halted to-day. It won't do to go any
further, for we mi,ght be seen putting it there.
I'd rather have them find it of their own accord,
and if we wait till neal· sunset I am satisfied
that such will be the case."
They kept on rathel' slowly, and at length they
came to the spot they were heading for. Wild
dismounted, and then took the stick from Hop.
They had brought a shovel with them, and Jim
began digging a hole the minute Wild told him
where he wanted to plant the sign. But the
ground proved to be pi-etty hard, and Dart could
not get down more than a foot. A couple of
nails hammered in with a stone soon fixed the
sign tightly to the stake, and then it was planted, while all hands joined in and gathered enough
stones to make a pill' about it to hold it secure.
They were far enough away from the cave so
that the hammering could hardly be .heard, unless the villains were outside. But Wild kept
looking occasionally, and he knew that such was
not the case.
"There you are," the young deadshot -said, as
be stood back and looked at the warning he had
planted fol' the benefit of Cayuse Jim and his
igang. "Now, then, all we have got to do is to
hide somewhere and wait. Hop, you and the

girls will ta1,e he horses and go behind that
bend down there. Charlie and Jim will stay
right here w:th me, b<.'cau;;e we want to be pretty
close to the villains wh< n they come out and see
the sign. I have an idea that th ey might come
shortly. If they don't I will have to send Hop
ahead to attract their attention."
"Allee light, Misler Wil d. Me wantee de lat,
so be."
"Boys," and the young deadshot nodded to his
partners, "I think ;t would be a g~od idea to let
Hop go and call them out. anyhow."
''It sartinly woulll, Wild," the scout answered,
with an approving nod.
"I thjnk so, too," Dart hastened to say.
"Well, all right, then. I will see to it tha t the
girls are placed in a good position, so they can
watch what takes place, and then I will 'tell Hop
what to do."
·
The boy seized a couple of the horses and then
went along with the girls until they had reached
what he com;idered wQuJd be a safe spot ·in case
there was any ~hooting done. The young · deadshot then went back to where his partners and
the Chinaman were waiting. He had selected a
spot for them to hide behind a rock that was
within thirty feet of the sign-post. 'The warning
faced the direction the outlaws would come frbm,
so they
uld hardly miss seeing it, even from
a distance. When everything was in readiness,
Wild told Hop to mount his horse and ride dfrect
to the entrance of the cave and call for Cayuse
Jim to come out.
"You can t ell him tl•at you changed your mind
about going back to Screecher Flat, and that
you want to join their band," he said. "You will
know what to say, though."
"Lat light, .Mislet· Wild. Me tellee velly nieee
stoly, so be. Mr> velly smartee Chinee."
Then Hop. mounted his horse and after Wild
had pointed out the exact spot again, he rode
slowly toward it. When he got there he was
not sure which of the openings was the proper
6ne, for they au · looked as though they did not
extend in but ·a few feet. .,But he halted, and
then called out, sharply.
"Hip hi! Hip hi! Me wantee Misler Cayuse
Jim! "
Then there was a silence. Footsteps were
heard soon, and out came one of the gang, his
face covered with a mask, the same as when
Hop had seen him last.
·
"What are you doi11' back here, heathen?" the
villain demanded, gruffly. •
"Me changee my mindee, so be. Me wantee
stay with Cayuse Jim."
"Come on in, heathen. I reckon we kin trust
yer all right. It happened to be the leader himself.
"Lat allee light," Hop answered, as he dismounted and stepped. inside the cave. "Me wantee
tellee you somethling, Misler Cayuse Jim. When
me go backee me see Youn.g Wild West and him
partners allee ~mee lide along. Len me gittee
'fl.aid, so me comee to see you, so be. Ley puttee
uppee somethling to lead over Jere. Me no lead
English, so me no undelstand. Maybe you likee
see."
"They put up somethin' ter read,.did they?"
Cayuse Jim asked, his eyes opening wide. "What
do yer mean, heathen, anyhow?"

.
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.,, Allee samee sign, so be," Hop declared, as
though he did not know exactly what to say.
Cayuse Jim took Hop by the arm and led him
t)1rough a short passage where it was very 1 dark,
until he came to another opening, and then the
Chinaman found himself in a comparatively welllighted cave, for there was a wide opening at the
rear which ove1·looked a chasm. W hen his horse
had been brought in and placed at one side of
the cave with the steeds that belonged to the
outlaws, Cayuse Jim seized the Chinaman roughly
by the shoulder .and exclaimed:
"Now, then, I want ter know what you have
been talkin' about, heathen. I sorter think that
your story ain't true."
"Allee light. If me no tellee um tluth, you
allee samee killee me!" exclaimed the Chinaman,
folding his arms and shaking his head, sadly.
"What is it about ther si,gn, anyhow?"
"You go lookee. Me no undelstand."
"Boys," and Cayuse Jim shook his head at the
men standing about him, "I can't believe that ther
heatl:j,en is tellin' ther truth. Two of yer kin
keep' him right here, an' we'll go. out an' see
what he means. I rect:on there ain't no use of
bein' masked while we re goin', either, 'cause if
we should happen ter meet Young Wild West
an' his pards we .would stand a much better show
without ther masks. I'm wise enough· ter know
that."·
He selected two of the gang to remain with
Hop in the cave, and then the rest went outside.
Wild and his partners were keeping a sharp
watch, and when they saw the villains coming
out without their masks they made up their
minds that something was going to happen. As
the leader of the gang turned the bend and saw
the warning sign he gave vent to an exclamation
of rage. On came the crowd of them, and soon
they were studyin~ out the lettering on the
sign. Cayuse Jim uttered a snarl of rage when
he read the warning notice Wild had put up.
"Break it to pieces, boys!" the villain yelled.
"Jest rriake out it's Young Wild West you're
poundin' on. We'll fix that boy for this, and
don't yer forgit it. We've got enough ag'in him
now, but when he bas ther nerve ter put up a
warnin' for us ter leave these parts, I retkon
he goes over ther limit."
Wild waited until the warning sign had been
completely demolished and the stake laid low.
Then as the six men· swore and raved about the
spot in their anger, he suddenly arose from behind the rock and called out:
"Hold up your hands, you scoundrels. I reckon
this farce has gone about far enough."
Up went the hands of all. but one ~f them.
T'h i-s was the villain called Joe Hoke. There
was a convenient rock close at hand, and he
seemed to have more presence of mfod than any
of the rest, for he quickly darted behind it, and
1 ran up the gulch as fast as his legs could
thtin
cll.rry him. But Cheyenne Charlie was not going to let him get away, so he quickly ran out,
and throwing his rifle to his shoulder, fired a
shot. As the report ran,g out Hoke stumbled and
fell to the ground.
"That's all right, you sneakin' coyote," the
sco t called out. "I only hit your heel. You'll
stay there till I come an' git yer, I reckon."
Cayuse Jim and the fest stood with their hands
1
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above their heads as Wild and Charlie ·stepped
over to them · with leveled revolvers in their
hands.
"Well, I reckon we have got you all right," om·
hero said, in his cool and easy way. "We could
have gathered the whole bunch of you in while
you were robbing the Chinaman. But we tliought
we would wait a while."
"Say, Young Wild West," Cayuse Jim exclaimed, his eyes brightening somewhat, "how about
that warnin' o' yours?"
"Well, you read it, didn't you?"
"I sartinly did. I believe it said that we had time ter leave these here parts."
"Yes, that's whaf the warning read/ but since
you smashed it up it $'hows plainly that you didn't,
intend to leave. That changes the whole program, you know."
"Well, that ain't a square deal, Young Wild
West. I'm willin' ter leave right now, an' I
know putty well that all my pards is, too."
"That's right," one of them called out, feebly.
"Let us go, Young Wild West,"
"I'll let you go dght straight to Screecher Flat.
There are a few men there who have been of
the opinion that you fellows constituted the Secret Band of the Gulch. But they never did
anything about it, it seems. However, they will
be very glad to gather you in, I am certain.
Now, then, Jim, just relieve them of their hardware."
Cayuse Jim was the first to be disarmed by
Dart. Then the boy went along from one to the
other and soon had their weapons piled in ·a
heap on the ground. By this time the girls had
come up ai1tl they stood looking at the scene with
interest.
"Wild," said Arietta, "you forget that Hop is in
·
the cave up there."
"No, I don't, Et," was the reply. "I know he
is there, and that two of the scoundrels are with
him. But we will soon attend to them."
"There's one galoot layin' on ther ground up
here with a piece of his heel shot off," the scout
spoke up. "I knowed you wouldn't want me ter
drop .,him dead, so I took a shot at his heel an'
brought hµn down. He'll stay right there, too,
'cause he won't feel like cra;wlin' very far."
"I believe that fellow is Joe Hoke, Charlie,"
our hero answered. "I saw him when he made
a _brea~ to get away. I could easily have dropped
him with my revolver, but I didn't want to take
my eyes from the. rest of the gang."
"Well, we'll jest tie these galoots up, an' then
I'll go an' git _ther•skunk what's a-lyin' up there."
"All right, Cha1:lie. You can help Jim tie
their hands, and then we will have them dead
to rtghts."
Cayuse Jim stood with his eyes fixed upon the
ground as Dart approached him with a rope to
tie his hands. He r,ppeared to be very meek
and dejected jus~ th~n, but the moment the boy
reached out to tie his hands he swung out his
a1:m and sent Jim back against the rock. Then,
with a yell of defiance, he leaped toward Arietta.
and before she was a ware of it he had seized
her about the waist and held her before him.
"If 'yer want- ter git me, Young Wild West, you
have got ter put a bullet through ther gal!" he
shouted, hoarsely, as he backed behind a rock
close to the foot of the cliff.
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"Wild! Wild!" screamed Areitta. "Save me!"
"That's all right, Et," was the quick reply.
"Don't get a bit alarmed. He can't go far with
you. I won't hesitate to kill him instantly if he
dares to harm a hair of your head.''
T~en the boy sprang behind the rock, only to
find that both Cayuse Jim and his ~weetheart
had disappeared in a niche.

CHAPTER IX.-The Last of the Secret ·Band
of the Gulch.
Young Wild West did not hesitate an instant.
He knew very well that Cayuse Jim had taken
Arietta into the niche, and whether the opening
led to a cave or not he meant to save the girl
as quickly as possible.
"Et! Et!" he shouted, and then he dashed in,
revolver in hand.
"This way, Wifd. I am--"
The answer was cut short, which showed plainly that the villain must have clapped his hand
over the girl's mouth. But the young deadshot
knew the way to go, and pushi~ his way between a narrow opening in the solid rock, he came
upon the scoundrel and his captive.
· "Touch me, an' I'll kill ther gal!" Cayuse Jim
yelled.
·
But Wild was close to him and could see him
plainly. As quick as a flash, he changed his revolver so he held it by the barrel, and then he
brought the butt heavily upon the man's head.
Instantly the grip . upon Arietta's th!'oat relaxed
and the leader of the Secret Band of the Gluch
dropped, a groan escaping his lips as he did so.
"Oh, Wild I" Arietta gasped, as she recovered
her breath, "the man meant to choke me, I believe."
The boy paused long enough to imprint a kiss
on her forehead, and then pushed her through
the narrow opening. Then he dropped upon one
knee and seized Cayuse Jim by the collar of his
shirt. The villain was partly stunned and made
no effort to put up a fight. Outside_ the young
deadshot dragged him, and found Jim Dart standing there to help him.
·
As soon as Cayuse Jim had been bound so he
could cause no further trouble, our hero examined the fair throat of his sweetheart. There
were the finger-marks of the .villain, which told
that Wild had not been a minute too soon, for
he might have gripped hard enough to have
choked her to death.
"It hurts a little," the girl said, with a smile, .
"but that is nothing. He hardly had time to put
his full strength in the grip. You hit him hard
with the butt of your rev.olver, Wild."
"I know I did, little girl," was the reply. "I
wouldn't care if I had hit him hard enough to
kill him.'' ·
"Well, it is better that you <lidn't. Let the law
take its course."
'
·
"Well, you know what kind of law it is over
at Screecher Flat."
"Yes, I know. But it is the best that can be
had around this section, I suppose."
"That's right. About the nearest place where
a fair trial can be held would be at Phoenix.

a

But to Screecher Flat the prisoners must go
I will see to it that they get a. chanc·e to defend
themselves."
As soon as Cheyenne Charlie saw that Arietta was safe he ran -to the spot where Joe Hoke
had fallen. The rascallly outlaw had not made
an effort to get aw:-ty, for a part of his heel ha(\
been torn off by the bullet, and no doubt the
wound was very painful. Charlie '¢orced him to
get up, however, and assisted him td liml) along
until they got to the rest of the prisoner Then
he was allowed to sit down, while his wrists were
bound behind his back.
''All but two, Wild," the scout declared, a grim
smile showing on his tanned and weather-beaten
face.
"All right, Charlie, I reckon we will go and
get the other two.· They are in the cave taking
care of Hop, I suppose. But I reckon we can
find the way, so we will go right on. Jim, X
will leave you •in charge of the prisoners."
"You can bet that you will find them ·all right
when you come back, Wild," Dart replied,
"'Ne will fetch their horses when we do come,
and then we will tie them on their backs and
set out for the mining camp as soon as possible." -~
The young deadshot and the scout started ,,
quickly for the cave. Wild had no difficulty in
finding the way to get in the moment he got
there. He beckoned for the scout to forlow him,
and then stepped softly into the opening and
discovered the passage. Into this he went for
a short distance, and then he heard 't he sound of
voices. A smile came upon his face as he heard
Hop talking, glibly in his pidgeon-English . Charlie stepped up to his side, and then both listened.
· "You ·wantee killee me, so be," he was saying
just then. "Lat veily muchee wlong. Me no
helpee if one of um gang gittee shot. Me no
shootee.''
·
"That's all right. But you come here on pu.rpuse ter git ther gang out so Young Wild West
an' his pards could ketch 'em," one of the outlaws said.
·
"You makee lillee mistakee, s o be," Hop declared, earnestly. '·Young Wild West no come
here. Me no _likee Young Wild West, so be."
"May.be he's tellin' ther truth, aner all,"
the 9ther villain suggested. "We don't know
who it was what fired, anyhow. We ain't took
ther risk of lookin' out yet. I've got an idea that
it was Cayuse Jim what fired a shot at ther sign
ther Chinaman was iellin' us about."
"Well, I ain't _got no sich idea as that . I think
ther Chinee has been playin' us false. He..fooled
u s once before to-day. Look at- them cigars he
give us I Three of them like to have bl<twed our
heads o,t!'."
''. Yo~ wantee lillee smokee now, so be?"
Wild and Charlie smiled at the 'apparent innocent way in which the Celestial spoke.
"Not much," was the gruff retort. "We don't
want no more cigars from you, an' we don't want
ter hear no more lies, either."
"Allee fight. Me no talkee, len. Me bettee go
outtee."
"Stop _right where yer are, heathen." ·
Wild thought it time to interfere how, so he
quickly stepped forward, and the next instant
saw the two men and Ho Wah right before him.
The Chinaman had risen to hls feet, and one of
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the villains was holding a leveled revolver at his
head.
"Drop that gun I" the young deadshot called
out, in a ringing voice.
The two villains started as though they had
been shot, and Hop Wah leaped hiigh in the afr·
nd exclaimed :
"Hip hi! hoolay! Me allee samee um bully
boy with um glassee eye. Young Wild West
and Cheyenne Charlie comee pletty quickee.
Evelythling allee light. Hip hi! hoolay!"
The revolver fell from the hand of the villain who had .been holding it, while his face
turned as white as der.th. The other fellow staggered back until he leaned against the 1·ocky
si<le of the cave, his knees trembling beneath his
weight.
"It's all up, I reckon," the latter said, in a
quavering voice.
"Don't shoot, Young Wild
West."
"I don't mean to if I can get along without it,"
the young deadshot answerea. "Just hold up
your hands, both of you."
Up went their hands in a jiffy.
"Now then, Hop," our hero s.aid, coolly, "just
ta1rn their weapons from them and then we will
march them outside. I don't like this cave very
much. It isn't a very nice place, even for a band
of outlaws."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Ley no g·ottee plenty
thlin;gs here. 'Me likee um chairs and tables."
"An' a bar, too, I reckon," Charlie spoke up,
with a laugh.
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Um pletty soonee
we go to Schleecher Flat, and len we havee velly
Qigee timee."
Hop was not long in relieving the two men of
their weapons.
Then Cheyenne Charlie produced a rope and bound thejr hands so they were
powerless. Wild called Hot> and the two quickly
saddled the horses that belonged to the outlaw
gang and led them out of the cave, one at a
timt!. Once outside, Hop uttered a cheer which
was heaTd by Jim and the girls, and then he ran
of them, leadin,g tluee of the horses. Two minutes
later they were all together, and when the last
two of the gang saw their companions sitting on
the ground, their hands tied behind them, they
. realized it was all ur, with the gang that had
worked so successfully for the past few weeks
in the gulch.
In a very few minutes the eight prisoners were
placed upon their own horses and tied so they
could not fall off or ,get off of their own accord.
Then our friends mounted their horses and led
the prisoners behind them. It was .not yet sunset
when they rode into Screecher Flat. The miners
had quit work for the day and the majority of
them gathered at Jerry Dailey'.s saloon. When
they saw the procession approaching a shout
went up, and in less than a minute a score or
more of men came rushing toward them. Bringing up the rear were the three cowboys who had
been awakened from their slum.her, and they
yelled as loudly as any of the rest, though it is
doubtful if they knew exactly what had happened.
"Why, it's Cayuse Jim an' his pards they've
got prisoners, boys!" a miner who had partly
sided with the leader of the gang when he was
accused of murder, exclaimed.
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"That's right, my friend," Wild answe1·ed,
quickly. "It's Cayuse Jim and his pards, all
right. But let me tell you that this is the Secret
Band of the Gulch. It seems that you and sevei·al others were not wise enough to know it before."
"What!" and the miner was aghast.
"That's right, Sandy," Jerry Dailey spoke up,
as he placed his hand on the man's shoulder.
"I've sorter thought that way two or three times.
Cayuse Jim is ther leader of ther secret band,
all right."
The majority of them took it for granted that
such was the case, but there were a few who still
had their doubts. Wild saw to it that no one
dared interfere, and when he had the' prisoners
lined up before the shanty saloon he called the
man known as Sandy and said:
"We haven't searched the pockets of these men
yet, so I want you to go through them and see
what you find. I may as well tell you that Cayuse
Jim has a big wad of money that he took from
our clever Chinee thi3 afternoon. If you find that
you will please return it to the proper owner."
"Well, I don't know as I want ter search 'em,
Young- Wild West," the miner answered, evasively. "I ain't goin' ter doubt that Cayuse Jim an'
his gang is the'r Secret Band of ther Gulch."
"Well, I want you to · search them, anyhow.
Some one has got to do it, and you may as well
be the one."
"All right, then. I kin do that."
The first man he went through had a ·black
mask in one of his.pockets, and the moment he
saw this Sandy was satisfied. But he kept on,
taking everything each one of them had from
their pockets, and t.he last to be searched was
Cayuse Jim himself. When he found the big
wad of Confederate bills, Sandy o-pened wide
his eyes. Holding it up so every one could see
it, he exclaimed: ·
""Look at that for a roll, boys! That belongs
to ther clever Chinee."
"Lat light, my fliend," Hop said, stepping over
and taking it from him.
He did not open the roll, so any one could see
that it was ·not real money, but coolly placed it
in the wallet which had been returned to him by
Cayuse Jim at the time he had been relieved of
the roll.
"Why, ther heathen is jest bulging with
money!" gasped Hank Low, the leade1· of the
camp, who had been so amazed at the capture
of the villains that he had remained silent for
a while.
"Well, Hank," our hero said with a smile,
"maybe that isn't as good money as you think it
is. But Cayuse Jim thought it was all right, and
no doubt he expected to have a bi,g time spending it. Now since ycu are all pretty well satisfied that this gang constitutes the Secret Band
/Of tl1e Gulch, we will ask Cayuse Jim a few
questions."
"Go ahead an' ask me anything yer want ter,
Young Wild West," the villain spoke up. "I ain't
afraid ter tell ther whole truth. I'm satisfied
that ther's more fools livin' here in Screecher
Flat than: could be found in a place of its size
ther whole world over. Why, if any one had any
sense at all they might have thought that I was
ther leader of ther secret band. Lots of things

.
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has happened ter make 'em think that way, but
no one had brains enough ter know it. That
made us all ther more darin'. But one thing
about it, we didn't bother no one livin' here at
ther Flat. We jest made it a business ter rob
them what was leavin' with gold-dust, though
two or three times we nailed a couple as they was
comin' in."
As the scoundrel made this admission many
dark looks were cast at him.
The miners• who ,rnd partly stuck up for him
when he was accused of the murder of old Jim
Brown were getting angry because they considered that they really had been fools. Wild noticed this, a;nd holding up his hand he called out:
"Gentlem en, don't get excited. There is something more we 'want to know before we lock CayUBe Jim in the calaboose for the second time today."
"That's right!" cried Hank Low, stepping forward. "We want ter know if it was him who
killed Jim Brown?"
"Huh!--" exclaimed Cayuse Jim, with a shrug
of his shoulders , "you don't s'pose I'm fool enough
ter say that I done it, do yer, Hank?"
"No, I don't suppose anything like that, Jim,"
was the retort. "But yer may as well own up
ter it, 'cause every one here knows that you done
it."
"Didn't I prove that I didn't do it?"
"No. Here's ther three galoots right here what
lied fer yer."
The · 1eader of the camp turned to Moriarty,
Hogan and Geezer Mike, who were ~tanding in
line near the accused.
"How about it?" he asked, looking at them
sternly.
"Well, yer don't s'pose we're goin' ter give
Jim away, do yer?" Geezer Mike growled, his
eyes flashing.
"It might be better for yer, if you tell ther
truth about it, though," sugge_sted Hank.
"Well, you know he done it, so what's ther use
of us sayin' anything more about it?" Moriarty
spoke up.
"You coward, you!" cried Cayuse Jim, struggling desperate ly to free himseJf. "If I had my
hands loose I'd choke ther life out of yer for
sayin' that."
"That's all right, Jim," the villain retorted,
thickly. "You killed Jim Brown, an' I was with
yer when yer done it,_ so ther<; a!n't no use ?f
sayin' any more about it. Yer d1dn t want ter kill
him but he woke up an' seen who yer was.
The~ you used your kr.ife, an' was foolish enough
ter leave it there."
Cayuse Jim turned black in the face, and it
seemed as though he was in danger of choking
for the space of a minute. But he finally recovered, and from that time on he refused to
S&"' another word.
Meanwhil e, the crowd had
increased until every miner belonging to
Screecher Flat was present. Some of them were
whisperin g, and the ugly looks that were bestowed upon the prisoners told Young Wild West
and his friends plainly that something was going to happen shortly.
·
"Hank," said he, turning to the leader of
the camp, "I rC ·k on there will have to be room

enough in the calaboose to lock these follows up
until a sheriff can get here."
"Young Wild West," Low retoi.:ted, shruggin «
his shoulders , "I reckon it will take altogethe r
too long to get a sheriff here. Ther fact it, he'•
never been here, an' it ain't likely he would come
if we sent for him. I 'spose I'll have ter take
ther place of ther sheriff, an' ther judge, too.
We'll lock 'em up, if yer say so, an' then we'll
hold a trial."
"But I am- opposed to anything like lynchins
them."
"If you're opposed to anything like that,
Yo¥ng Wild West, s'pose you go away for a while.
I don't want ther gals anywhere close by, anyhow. You know as well as I do what'.s goin' ter
happen. It's as plain as ther nose on your face."
Wild looked at the faces of the determine d
miners gathered about, and he came to the conclusion that it would be useless to remonstr ate
any further with them. While he might have put
up a determine d fig·ht and saved the prisoner
from lynching, he certainly would have made
enemies by it, and probably prolonged an unnecessary fight. · He knew very well that the
lynching would occu1· later on, anyhow, so he
nodded to his pa1·tners and said:
"Well, boys, let's go over to the camp. I reckon
we have done all we can · in this business."
Charlie, who was perfectly satisfied as to what
the miners proposed· to do, gave a nod and retorted:
"Right yer are, Wild. Law is law, but when
there ain't no law, ther only thing ter tlo is
ter make one. I reckon Hank Low knows hi.I
business, an' so does ther rest of ther men here,
even though some of 'em didnlt have sense enough ter know who belonged to ther Secret
Band -ef the Gulch."
Jim had nothing to say whatever , but followed the young deadshot from the spot, and soon
all three were waiting for Wing Wah to get the
supper ready, for the sun was now disappear i;ns
in the west, and it was time to ea.t again. It
had been a strenuous day for all hands, and they
had been on the go from the time · they met Cayuse Jim until the finish. But as the outlaws'
cave was not very far from the mining camp
it can readily be seen how easy it was for them
to do so much in such a short time.
Hop Wah came back sho~tly after darkness set
in and said th.at it was all over. A speedytr ial
had been held and the eight outlaws had received their punishme nt.
Our friends left
Screecher Flat the fellowing morning and headed for Phoenix, where Young Wild West wanted
to do a little bu siness at the bank.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AFTER BIG GAME; or, ARIETT A
AND THE HUNTER 'S TRAP."

"It took you an awfully long time to pull that
fellow's· tooth," said the -assistant . "Yes," answered the dentist, grimly. "He married the
girl I loved."
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CURRENT NEWS
INER'S

BODY, BURIED 2 YEARS, IS
UNEARTHED
A search of more than t wo yea.r s for the body
of Wally Z.ellinski, a :miner, who was buried beneath a - rush of coal and debr is at the Locust
Spring mine -0f the Philadelphia & Reading Company on September 29, 1921, came to an end with
the finding of the man's skelet6n in an underground passage of the mine.
Ident ification was made by his clothes and articles found in the pockets. The sea r ch is estimated by officia ls of the company to have. cost
$50,000.
70 DIE IN ITALIAN SLIDE
Fifty villagers have been killed at Amalfi by a
huge landslide, caused by the recent overflowing
of the River Canne'tto. Fifteen persons have perished at Pr.a.vane and fire at Concamarina. Apparently the whole coast between Salerno and
Sorrento has suffered, and grave fears are entertained for the. many tourists in this section, a
great number of whom are Americans.

Torpedo boa.t s are standing by to render relief
and a boat is being rushed from Naples to pick
up stranded tourists.
Property damage is reported to be huge. The
famous Cappuccini Convent and many hotels have
been destroyed, according to dispatches, together
with many vineyards and farmhouses.
PULLMAN

COMPANY WARDS AGAiNST
CARD SHARPS
Organized gangs of card sharps operating on
railroad trains are responsible for the posting by
the Pullman Company of the followi't1g bulletin in
its sleeping cars: "Strangers who invite you to
play cards generally are too lucky for the aver age mortal."
The warning is emphasized by a picture show~
ing the corner of the ace of clubs sticking out
of a man's pocket.
A Pullman official says there is more robbery
by card sharp s to-day than at any time in t wentyfive years, with the Florida trains one of the
great harvest fields.

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!

MYSTERY _MAGAZINf:, No. 155
ON ALL NEWSSTANDS TODAY
Get a copy and read these splendid detective and myster y stor ies if you want
.
•
to enjoy yourself.

"LAUGHING DEATH'S TRAIL"
A long, gripping detective novelette written by
NELS LEROY JOR()ENSEN
Then there's a fine two-part tale called "Cold Pearls," of which ROBERT
RUSSELL is the author, and the following big list of short stories, every one
full of excitement and adventure :
"BEHIND THE DOOR," by John Bellinger, Jr.
"A RING AND A RIDDLE," by James W. Eagan
"WANG FOO'S RIGHT EYE," by Carl G. Hodges
"MR. LEMAR PAYS," by Claude H. Gillespie
"THE ETERNAL DETAIL," by Charles A. Byers
"POWERFJJL BANK VAULTS," by Horace Appleton
Then there's a great selection of short articles, such as "Caught Stealing
the Payroll," "l,000 Men Battled a Negro," "A $50,000 Haul," "Shot by a
Minneapolis Detective," "Foiled by a Rookie Cop" and "Pickpocket s Stole
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OUT FOR A JOB
-

Or, -

Tbe Adventures of au Office Boy

•

By DICK ELLISON

(A Serial Story)

CHAPTER XIV.
A Complete Change Of Base.
"You are Abel Bird, the detective," said Burke,
-speaking more quietly than ever. "Tie him up,
boys hand and foot._ At the first show of 1·esista~ce he dies."
"Do you understand what all this means, Gus?"
asked Father John.
"Indeed I don't," replied the mystified office

bov.

1•This man has served in the British army in
India. He has been convicted of some crime and
sentenced to the Andaman Islands, the penal colony. There they brand such as he with the
King's arrow, or did. I don't know whether the
custom still obtains."
.
While the tying was in progress Bird never
uttered a sound, but once it was over and he lay
there on the bench on his back his eyes sought
Burke and he said:
_,.
"Look here, Pat, you've .got me foul, but I don't
want to die. Do you mean to kill me?"
"I sure do," was the stern reply. "It wa s lucky
for me that I knew where to look for the proof
of your treachery."
"It will be luckier still if you will listen to me
now. Promise to let up on me-I know that I can
trust your word-and I'll tell you something you
want to know."
"By heavens, I know already. The Secret Se~·v!ce bulls tipped off by you are upon us," cried
Burke, as now suddenly a tremendous pounding
was heard downstairs.
"Shoot him!
Kill him!
Do the traitor!"
shouted Father John.
"Hold your noise, old man!" . ordered Burke.
"Out of this, all handi;;L---quick !"
Seizing Father John's lantern, he blew out the
big hanging lamp and made for the door . . Gus
followed with the rest.
"You want to kill him! You want to kill him!"
persisted.old ~asterson, who appeared to be beside himself with rage.
"Shut up!" said Burke. ""Deliberate murder
is not in my line. I have yet to kill my first man
that way, and I'm not doing it to-night, but with
the bunch below stairs it's different."
He rushed into one of the front rooms and
flung up the window.
"Who's there?" he shouted. "What do you mean
by kicking up a row this time of night?"
"Open up here!" came the answer. "Open up
or we break in. We are officers of the law."
"Three car,lll There must be a buuch of them,"

breathed Burke, drawing back. "No use to attempt resistance. We must fly by way of the secret passage and make a dash for it. Father
John, how long will it take to get the queer together?"
"Not two minutes," gasped Masterson.
- •
"Lead on."
"Now you see, Gus," whispered Jack a s they
rushed downstairs, "you have just got to stick
to us-there's no other way."
"I see that," replied poor Gus, wlio heartily
wished himself anywhere else.
The attempt to break down the dooJ:Vwa:; still
in full swing when they gained the second floor.
Here Father John seized the lantern ilnd went
into one of the larger room, where, pressing a
secret spring, a panel flew back revealing a narrow flight of stairs.
"Follow me," he croaked. "We can gain the
barn so. After that we must take our chances.
Heavens knows how this is going to end."
They hurried down the stairs and came into a
square vault where there were many bins, all
empty save one, out of which the old man snatch. ed two big grips.
"I'll take cha1·ge of those," said Jack. "Lead
on, Father John."
"They're in," said Burke. "I hear them overhead. Did you shut the see1·et panel, Liverpool?"
"Sure I did,'' replied Jack.
Father John, hastily unlocking an iron door,
led them into a secret passage, from which by
way of a ladder and a trap door they came up into
the barn, where the car stood.
Burke cranked up, Jack stowed away the grips
and all five crowded in. Bui·ke, havmg opened
the door, backed the car out and tu ·ned.
L'ghts could be seen flashing from window to
window, but, as Father John remarked, there was
none in the work 1·oom window as yet.
"Now for the dash!" said Burke. "Look to
yourselves. Jack, if we are attacked you and
Grogan return the fire. We shall do well if we
all escape alive."
He rounded the house at full speed. The road
in front was a b1·oad one. There was room to
pass the three cars.
Gus saw two men run down the steps leading
up to the piazza.
,
In stantly they fired 1·evolvers at the flying car,
Jack and the man Grogan returning the fire with
one shot each.
What effect these had Gus never knew; it was
enough to know then that nobody in the car had
been unlucky enough to 1pick up a shot.
"We are fairly off. It's a question of speed
now,'' exclaimed Burke triumphantly, adding:
"Father John, you were right. That crib was
no longer safe. Good job you .had everything
ready; all the same it is a shame to have lost the
presses."
"More can be had," said old Masterson. "If
our deal goes through we shall be in funds."
"Queer's good," growled Grogan, "specially the
· kind Father John makes. It has fooled the banks
many a time."
"Where are we going?" Gus ventured to whisper to Jack, who sat beside him.
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
DISH OF TH.E PROPHET
One of the oldest dishes of which any record
can be found is the Arabian "khabis," which is
aaid to have been invented and named by the
prophet Mohammed. It consists of fine selected
dates coated with a mixture of honey and butter,
and it is still a favorite dessert and confection
among the Orientals to whom th~ date is a staple
food. It is interesting to note that the word
"khabis" has come to be used by the Arabs as
a synonym for happiness.
The first prophet of !,;lam must have been a
very skillful dietitiaµ, for his favorite dish would
be an almost perfect and very digestible foo<l.
Dates contain a form of sugar which is especially easy for the human body to assimilate and
also protein, fat, lime, iron and cellulose or
roughage. With the butter to increase the protein content of the mixture and the honey supplying more sugar in a digestible from the
prophet's delight would make an excellent meal
all by itself.
FOREST RECLAIMS TOWN
Rudyard Kipling's tale of the devastated Indian village which "went back to the jungle" has
a prototype in Norwich Township, McKean County, Pa., since the site of the once flourishing lumber town of Norwich has become State Game
Refuge No. 30.
_ Twentv years al?o the site of the town was
hewn out of the forest -by the Norwich Lumber
Company, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y.
A large sawmill was erected and other industries
were established, and for fifteen years Norwich
was a thriving town of 1,500 people, with schools,
churches, theatres and stores.
Then the timber in the adjacent forests be..Qme exhausted, the lumber company dismantled the mill and moveq it away, and the town
began to fade from the map. About three years
ago the whole site of the town was sold as part
of a large tract taken over by the State as a
game preserve. The remaininig buildings in the
~llage were tom down and moved away, until
only one structure was left, a church. This also
was sold and torn down about a year ago.
N. R. Buller, Commissioner of State Fisheries,
announced that Indian Run, Havens Brook and
Long Hollow Run, bl'Ooks which flow through the
:refuge, were to be closed to fishermen for five
years and would be used as nurseries for the propagation of brook trout. These were famous trout
streams twenty-five years ago.
Bears, deer and wild-cats roam the brushgrown streets of Nonvich, and the once flourishing village has . gone back to the fore st.
THE CHIMNEY BLUFFS
On the shore of Lake Ontario, about fiTe miles
east of Sodus Point, are the Chimney Bluffslittle visited by tourists because out of the way

of the traveler, yet worthy of attention. Their
unique formation and weird beauty are worth
attention.
These bluffs _arE: hard to describe. They are
about half a mile m length, gradually increasing
in height from the level of the lake at either end.
From the decks of lake steamers they look like
the u~ual 1:;ke bluffs, only higher, but a closer inspection discloses to the beholder a formation
that fill.;; one with astonishment. These bluffs
are st;rrated in form, running out to the water's
~dge ~n sharp points, l~0, 200, perhaps 300 feet
m height, only a few mches wide, widening to
several feet further in. Between each point the
elements !tave cut ravines hundreds of feet deep.
The pomts, wedge-shaped, dividing the ravines
or gorges, are several hundred feet apart and as
they run t?ward the lake, becoming too narrow
for vegetation, they terminate in a series of bare
pinnacles which give them their name-"Chimneys."
The pictures presented in the gorges and across
them from peaks are enchanting in their changing
colors as the shadows are thrown on the sides
and pea~s, of chimneys a_nd gorges by,the passing
s~n, while the broader view from the summits is,
v.:1thout a doubt, the finest the tourist sees on
e_1ther shore of Lake Ontario. Eve»y one who
hkes to get out of the "beaten paths" shou'd
'
visit the "Chimneys.''
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
PUBLISHERS WANT "RADIO RIGHTS
As most books of the present day are protected
by "serial" "movie" and "dramatic" rights, so the
books of the future are likely to be covered by
"radio" rights. Authors and publishers want to
receive royalties from the works that are broadcast to the unseen listeners. Certain publishers
of books and novels are taking steps whereby the
copyrights of their publications will be protected
as far as radio broadcasting is conce:r;;ned.
WEDDE'D BY WIRELESS
The crew of a British trawler from the Arctic
regions report being present at a wireless wedding at Matochkin Shar, Noya Zembla, where the
Soviet Government has a large station.
The British crew amused themselves listening
in nightly, and one night heard Matochkin calling
for the marriage commissar at Archangel. When
tihe commissar reported himself the station at Matochkin answered that one of its female employes
wanted to register her marriage.
The commissar wirelessed the usual questions
and then pronounced the marHage complete.
TUNER FOR GRIMES CIRCUIT

It is not at all necessary to use a variocoupler

for the tuning elements in the Grimes Inverse
Duplex receiver. Any other form of tuner which
i's desi;gned to permit a variation in the coupling
between the tuning coils can be satisfactorily employed for this purpose. Such means of tuning
may consist of two spider web coils so arranged
that their inductive coupling can be varied. Of
course, the ·usual variable condenser of 43 plates
will have to be used in the primary circuit in
order to permit it to be tuned.
A FALSE STANDARD
It is a misnomer to rate the capacity of a
variable condenser :;ccording to the number of
plates. And yet there are many who list variable
condensers as .11, 23, 43, or any number of plates.
That this method of rating the size of a condenser is inaccurate may be gathered from the
following illustration: Suppose two novices are
each making a set whioh calls for a 43-plate
variable condenser. One man goes to a dealer
and buys a vertain 43-plate condenser which has
a capacity of .001 microfarads. The other man
buys a 43-plate condenser in another store which
measures .00077 microfarads. The difference in
capacity is sufficient to cause a variation in tuning of perhaps 100 meters.
All diagrams shou]j indicate condenser capacity
in microfarads (mfds.), and it would be a step
ahead in matters of standardization in the radio
field if manufacturers and dealers would label
their condensers with true ratings of their capacities in microfarads.

•

RADIO HOLDS UP OPERA
A story coming from Brazil tells how the President of that republic expressed the desire fc'Jr a
radio receiving set. The installation was made
In the Brazilian White House and an operator

went to the palace to explain the operation of
the instruments. An opera was scheduled to be
broadcast from the Municipal Theatre in Rio de
Janeiro through the microphone of Station SPC
in that city. It was long past the hour for the
music to enter the ether, but not a sound could
be heard, albhough the set appeared to be working all rtgh t.
•
The operator called the station and was informed that the opera had not begun. Then he
called the theatre and located the trouble.
"Your Excellency," he repoi·ted to the President, "the entire audience is awafting your arrival. The opera cannot st.art until you are
seated." The President rushed off to the theatre
and soon obher members of the family who had
stayed at home heal'd the ovation greeting the
President upon his arrival.
THE BIG FACTOR IN RANGE
One- of the first questions asked by the novice
when he is looking over outfits for the purpose
of making a purchaae is, "How great a distance
can this radio music be heard?" This ouestion
is one that cannot be very well answered.
Radio can be conwared to the effect one obtains
while standing at the -s hore of a pond that is still
and tossing a stone into the water. A circle of
waves will start about the place where <the stone
dropped. If the pond is large enough there will
be no waves perceptible at the edge. However,
one could not pick out a single spot and say, "On
this side the waves are visible and on the other
side they are invisible. Therefore, there are
none on this side."
This is much the same as in the situation of a
receiving set, but with this important difference:
The distance that a receiving set will receive
audibly will depend on the receiving set. A concert may be quite audible on one set and on another may not be heard at all.
A part of this difference may be due to different hookups, the degree of amplification employed and the sensitivity of the phones. A great
deal of difference may be found in the batteries
employed in applying current to the set. Ovdnig
to the importance of the batteries there is one
type especially made for the purpose and an automobile battery cannot be used with the best of
results.
The best way to test out an amplifying transformer is by substitution. The average fan does
not have the facilities to test out a transformer.
We would suggest begging or borrowing one, in
order to substitute it for the one you believe 1a
burned out. If the tmnsformer substituted gives
good results it ls certain that your own transformer is ruined.
RERADIATING RECEIVERS .

It is illegal to operate a radio transmitter with-

out permission from the Government. Your
neighbor who lets his single circuit receiver oscillate and cause to spoil your reception of th•
broaucast concerts is transmiting. .Legally he llf
liable to a penalty. There has been no case of

~
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this nature in t-his ;;ection, but some one some
day will bring one. Then, perhaps, some operators of "nuisance receivers" will realize what they
are doing.
.
The campaign against reradiati!ljg' receivers
seems to be gaining headway. All through the
country the radio departments of newspapers are
printing warnings to owners of single circuit sets
of the harm careless operation of these sets are
doing to radio. Owners of receiving sets are
learning the causes of the squeals and are
spreading the information among their friends.
The reradia,t ion squeal is so very much of a nui- sance that it is reasonable to believe that the
evil will in the cour:,e of a few months be eliminated by the broadcast listeners themselves. If
it is not the only thing that can be done is to
have laws barring the use of receivers capable
of annoying reradiation.
Most of the harm done is by the general use
of the zero beat method of tuning. There may
be some excuse for the zero ]>eat method of tuning
if W DA P or K FI · is through, although it
really is not much more efli'cient than the ~ollow_
up method." When the zero method is used in
._ BJ:ooklyn to catch W J Z, W E A F or W O R, the
whole proceeding is silly ·and indicates that the
operator using i,t ha, a depression where his
bump of intelligence ought to be. If a Brooklyn~
ite can-,t get a local station without squealing in
and out of it half a dozen times his neighbors
can only conclude . that his set is hopelessly inefficient, that his knowledge of tuning is very
small or that he simply doesn't care.
The shame of it is that the single circuit receiver is a good receiver when intelligently constructed and used. The trouble is that so few
persons intelligently use it.
Brpadcast listeners who know the harm that
reradiation is doing can assist in the war on the
nuisance by letting their friends know what
causes the squealing. A friendly visit to a neighbor and a demonstration of the tuning in of the
stations wi,thout letting the set squeal will help.
TUBES OF MANY TYPES
All vacuum tubes are not identical nor are
they interchangeable. They may look alike to
most people, especially if they are -of the same
size and kind, but there may be slight differences
in the internal dimeneions and degree of vacuum
or gas contents which are not apparent upon close
examination.
First there is the dry cell tube classed as the
, WDll and 121 followed by tl}e three volt tube
called the UV199 or C299. Among the tubes
referred to as six volt tubes are the PV200 or
,C300 -and the UV201A or C301A. Many radio
fans berieve that the dry cell tubes are as good
as the storage battery tubes. Is there any theory
in this?
For an experiment take the UV199 tube. Every
one knows who has used this tube that its elements are smaller than those in the larger tubes,
therefore it cannot be expected that the output
from such tubes can be equal. Its filament, supported between two up-rights, is short compared
to that of the larger storage battery tubes. What
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is lacking in its fila,nent is made up in efficiency
by the materials employed in its construction.
For its filament the UV199 tube employs
toriated tungsten, which gives off a maximum
quantity of electrons, with a minimum amount of
energy applied to its filament.
This tube is a good radio frequency tube. If
one looks at the bottom of this tube it will be
seen that the studs are short compared to other
tubes on the market. This is an important factor,
especially for radio frequency amplification, since
it eliminates a great amount of capacity. Then,
too, the grid and plate studs are not adjacent,
as in other tubes, · but are opposite each other.
This feature tends to reduce capacity effect be·
tween them.
,
The UV199 tube is satisfactory for audio frequency amplification but it will not give an output comparable with UV201A or other six volt
tubes. If, however, sufficient precautions are
taken enough volume can be had from the UV199
or C299 to operate a loud talker,
Another type of tube is .the WDll or the WD12.
The WD12 tube, with prongs not quite as short
as the UV199, constitutes a ,good radio frequency
amplifier but when used as an audio frequency
amplifier it is well to add a C battery in the
second stage.
When using dry cell tubes in combination with
other tubes care must be taken to get the proper
filament voltage on the tube. It is not advisable
to employ a dry cell tube as a R. F. tube, a
UV199 as a detector and two six volt tubes as
amplifiers all drawing voltage from the one battery. Unless the beginner be conversent with the
requirements of all the tubes it is best to use
the same type throughout the set.
The best tube for a detector is classed as a soft
tube and requires ,a critical adjustment on both
A and B batteries. Tubes of this type are extremely sensitive. The variation of the filament
current is accomplished by means of a variable
resistance or rheostat placed in series with the
filament lighting battery.
The majority of vacuum tube detectors operate
best on B batterie~etweep sixteen and twentytwo volts.
Amplifier tubes look like detector tubes and cannot easily be distinguished except by examining
their electrical characteristics. Amplifiers are
not critical in adjustment when compared with
the detector tubes. They will operate successfully on voltages of 45 to 100. When a detector
tube .;together with two stages of amplification
are used three or four twenty-two volt B batteries
may be connected together in series. Where extremely loud signals are desired the plate voltage
may be raised to 100 '7olts without damaging the
tubes. However, the use of such hi12·h voltage
in.creases tube noises and is therefore-I not to be
recommended.
The difference between audio and radio frequency amplification is that when an incoming
signal which is at high frequency is rectified by
the detector it is changed into low frequency, and
this is amplified by the following amplifiers. Hy
means of radio frequency amplifications the incoming signals are amplified before they reach
the detector tube and signals that would not
ordinarily be strong enough to be detected are
amplified to -a higher degree.
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LAUGHS
Mother-Tommy, I do~•t like to have you play
with boys who are bad. Tommy-But the good
boys are no good, mamma.
Mifkins-I wonder ~hat drove Smiley to drink. "'
Bifkins-Why, I wasn t aware that Smiley had
to be driven.
Jess-I'm in a quandary! Bess-what? JessTom promises to stop gambling if I marry him,
and Jack threatens to begin if I don't.
Irene-Isn't this a lovely belt? Jack sent it
to me as a present.
Maud-It fits you to perfection. He must have measured it on his arm.
"What happens when a man's temperature
goes down as low as it can go?" asked the teacher.
"He gets cold feet," answered a small pupil.

ITEMS OF INTEREST

"I . don't like to say such long prayers," said
a little girl the other night. "I want to say nice
short ones like nursey does." "What kind doea ....,
RICHES CAME AT RIGHT TIME
nursey
say?" inquired her mother. "Oh, she
Only a few hours before the sheriff was due to just says,
'Oh, Lord, why do I have to get up?'"
serve foreclosure papers on Noble Root, a blind
and aged resident of Shelburne, Vt., and seize .the
Root homestead for unpaid interest, the man was
i:,tatement ot tJ..t., vwnership, lllunuge1Uent, etc., renotified that a distanL relative had died intestate quireu by the .Act of Congress or August U, 1912 ot
"WILD
WEST WEEKLY," pu!Jllshed weekly at New
and that he was the only heir to $10,000.
York, N. Y., for .April 1, :U.24. State ot 1'.ew York,
NEW CIGAR BOX WOOD
Spanish cedar may be supplanted as raw material for cigar boxes by a Philippine wtlod known
as kalantas, if residents of the islands who are
interested in the development of the lumber business there have their way. According to a report of the Philippine Forestry Service that has
been received by the Department of Commerce,
kalantas is practically identical with Spanish cedar from tropical America, and has the further
advantage of being grown in a possession of the
United States. Spanish cedar has heretofore
been considered the finest wood obtained in the
world for cigar boxes, but kalantas is said to be
so nearly like it in color, texture and odor that
only an expert woodsman can tell them apart.

County of New Yori. :-ilerore Ille, a hotury .Public ta
and for the Stute aud couuty u101·esaio personally appeared Luis Senarens, who, having ueen duly sworn. according to law, deposes and says that he Is the editor
of "WILD WES'1' WEEKLY" and that the followina
is to the best of his knowledge and belief a trne
statement of the ownership, muuagement, etc., of the
aforesaid publication for th e date shown In the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, emhodled In section ~3. Postal Laws nntl Regnlatlons. to wit:
l. That the names and addresses of the publlaher.
editor and business manager are: .Pu!Jllsher-liarry Ji
Wolff, .Puhllsh\lr, lnc., lbb West 23d Strt!et, New York.
N. Y. Editor-Luis Senarens, 100 West :./<Id Street New
York, N. Y. Managing l•ldltor-None. l:lusiness Ma'nager
-None.
:.1. '.1.'hat the owners are: Harry E; Wola, Publisher
lnc., 166 West 2ad Street, New :1'.ork, N. Y. · Harry Jii
\V?llf,166~est2adStreet, ~ewYork N. Y.; M. N. Woltt.
lbu West 2:ld Street, New York, N. Y.; J. F. Desbecker
l~ti West 23d Street, New York, N. Y.; R. W. Deshecker:
lU(; West 23d Street, New York, N. Y.; C. W. Hast1ng1,
Wti West 23d Street, New York, N. Y.

200 GIRL GRADUATES TO BE DRESSED
ALIKE
, The 200 sweet girl graduates from Wichita
High School, Wichita, Kan., will all look alike
when they cross the platform to receive their
diplomas this year.
This decision was reached recently at the exciting meeting of the senior girls in the auditorium of the high school, when belt line, skirt lino
and sleeve line assumed equal importance with
the matter of material and design for the uniform dress which the class had decided some time
ago will be worn.
The white linen from which the dresses will be
made is to be purchased by the bolt, so that all
dresses will be made from exactly the same material. Each girl will make her own dress, under
certain specific rules.

bccunty ,holuers owulng or holuwg l pe1· cent or lllON
ut total amount of bonds, mortgagee oi: otller aecurJ.
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
PLANS TO RIDE FALLS IN A BIG RUBBER
BALL
Bobby Leach, who went over the Horseshoe
Falls in a steel barrel on July 25, 1911, announced
that he is negotiating with a rubber company for
the manufacture of a 1·ubber ball, in which he
plans to make a trip over the Falls early next
June. Prior to the Falls trip Leach says he will
make three parachute leaps from the upper steel
arch bridge on successive Sundays.
The ball will be of the thickness of an ordinary
large automobile tire and will have a hammock
inside in which he will recline, Leach said. He
plans to have the ball with himself as passenger
placed in the water a few hundred feet above
the Falls on the Canadian side. He believes that
the ball will clear the great plunge of water and
will land safely in the river below.
Leach has attracted attention by daring feats
about the Falls for several years. In addition
to going over the Falls in a barrel, he made a parachute leap from the upper bridge on April 21,
1921, and went through the lower rapids and
whirlpool in a ban·el on June 28, 1911.

The Gaer E-xcavation Committee, of which Lord
Kenyon is chairman, met in Cardiff recently and
took immediate steps to raise the $10,000 needed
for the excavation. The defenses of the fort include a bank and a wall nine feet high. The gateways, where exposed, are of massive masonry
which recalls that of the great forts of Hadrian's
Wall. Within the defenses the remains of stone
·buildings are known to exist beneath the turf and
outside of these will be found, it is expected, the
ruins of the civil settlement which usually sprang
up beneath the walls of a fortress of this type.
A few yards away from the fort stands the
carved Roman tombstone of a man and his wife,
long a local landma1·k, known as the "Main y
Morwynion" or "Maiden's Stone." In the neighborhood has been found another stone whose inscription proves that the fort, at one time, was
garrisoned by a cavalry regiment originally recruited in Spain.
It is hoped to begin the excavation in July ·antler the direction of Dr. R. E. M. Wheeler of the
National Museum of Wales.

STEEL FURNITURE
INTERESTING ITEMS
Furniture of steel is admirably adapted for use
in the home and possesses certain advantages
A brick house, if of average material and workwhich the ordinary furniture made of wood does manship, will last one hundred years.
not offer. When steel furniture is prepared for
Russia has more Hebrews than any other nathe home or office it is finished with an attractive tion in the world. The number is about 5,800,000.
surface in stove enamel, the color and finish beA farm for raising butterflies and moths ·has
ing adapted to the room and purpose for which been established near Scarborough, England.
the article is intended.
The city authorities of Rochester, Pa., proAdjustable steel shelving is particularly hibit the wearing of slashed skirts in the public
adapted for lcitchen use ancf' finished with a hard streets.
white enamel surface and looks extremely clean
Almost 1,000,000 tourists visit the Alps each
and inviting. These shelves can be used for or- year, of whom about twenty-five meet with fatal
dinary pots and pans, and for the storage of veg- accidents.
etables, etc. · For kitchen and pantry steel is
Living is· cheap in Japan. Six to eight dollars
much more hygienic than wood.
a month will supply both fuel and clothing for a
The steel cupboard is also invaluable in the family of five persons.
store, for it provides dry and yet well ventilated
In the Swiss canyon of Wallis the medieval
shelving in which to store rice, flour, sugar, etc. custom still exists of ringing all the church bells
Ventilating louvres in the doors provide for fresh to avert an impending thunderstorm or a.n unair, and these apertures- can be 'covered with p. timely fall of snow.
fine mesh wire to secure complete immunity froth
In Benares, India, there has been for many
spiders, fl,ies -or vermin of any kind.
years a temple for the reception of monkeys, and
reJ01ce
will
The housewife in warm climates
it is one of the most costly buildings there. The
in such a cupboard for her storeroom, ventilated followers of Brahma hold this animal sacred and
yet perfectly protected from the l'avages of ants, worship it as a deity.
cockroaches and all other pests of the lands of
Among the extraordina1·y frauds which have
per petual sunshine.
been perpetrated was one put into operation by a
company of schemers who told a confiding public
ROMAN FORT RUINS FOUND IN CARDIFF that many fortunes were to be made by importing
exin
acres
The ruins of a Roman fort, seven
mto England. compressed dried grapes from
tent, one of the largest in Wales, will be uncov- Spain, Italy and elsewhere, then saturating them
ered soon. The fort is known as " Y Gaer" and is with good English water and making wine from
two and one-half miles west of Brecon. The ex- them. It was stated in the prospectus that dried
cavation, it is expected, will throw much light on grapes could be imported at a much cheaper rate
the relationship of the native and Roman inhab- than wine and that it was possible to produce an
itants of Wale during a period of two or more equal quantity of wine as good as that made
centuries. The history of a laTge fort, such as abroad. Thousands of pounds were subscribed hy
the Gaer, when fully known, should be a lni- the British public, who firmly believed in the idea
erocosdi of much of the history of Wales.
until the scheme collapsed.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
FOUND GOLD IN CELLAR
Between $500 and $700 in gold and silver coins
was unearthed by workmen at a vacant house at
No. 318 Pine street, Baltimore, recently. Word
of the "gold mine" spread like wildfire through ·
the colored seetion nearby and .soon scores of men
and women had abandoned everything else to dig
in the pile of dirt in front of the house.
By the time the police arrived and drove them
away scores of searchers had reached dazzling
heights of wealth by the acquisition of three or
four $10 gold pieces. Discovery by the EI Dorado in the vacant house was made by workmen
who were remodeling it. They were digging in
the. cellar and throwing the dirt on the sidewalk
in front when one of the men noticed something
shining in the dirt. Idly he bent over and picked
it up. It was a $10 gold piece.

unique protest; They agreed to go for their
morning plunge on a certain day, the men being
dressed in frock coats and high silk hats, and th
women in their demurest day dresses. Thia
scheme was accompanied by a campaign of publicity.
.
The police checked this move also, prohibit.inc
the demonstration. The organizers of the protest then sought a court injunction111against the
police to enable them to bathe in their silk hats
and everything if they wanted to.-- The co\ll't
ruled, however, that the police were within their
rights because the purpose of the protest was to
ridicule established authority.
As a result of the dispute, the sea waves now
wash Rip's beautiful beaches in lonesome monotony.

GREEN ORANGES CA.N BE COLORED
An orange may be inwardly ripe when out-.
wardly green and if allowed to yellow on the
trees the marketing may be delayed four to six
weeks and conse<l!lently · a less favorable price
may be obtained, writes The Scientific American.
This green condition gives ths Satsufa orange
grower moi•e concern than others. Satsumas are •
raised in upper Florida, lower Alabama and lower Mississippi. Normally they ·are· gathered
about Octobei; 15, but they can be ·harvested earl·
ier when artificial processes of coloring are used
to get away from the persistent greenness of .
skin.
The United States Department of Agriculture
has worked out a process for colo:ring oranges
without harming the fruit. The process consists
of enclosing the oranges in tight rooms and subjecting them to fumes o:(_ kerosene stoves or to
gasoline engine exhaust. The fumes given off
destroy the green chlorophyll so that the yellow
of the orange shows up. It requires about four
days to bring out the yellow of the oranges by
this process. . This is better than waiting four
to six weeks for the fruit to ripen on the trees,
running the risk of frost <ir storm damage and
facing the probability of a lower market .when the
01·anges are ultimately harvested. .

LOOK, BOYS!

RIO GIRLS DESERT BEACHES RATHER
THAN WEAR SKIRTS
Owing to a sudden burst of modesty on the part
of the police of Rio _de J aniero the thousands who
enjoy the splendid surf bathing on this city's
beautiful beaches have been submitted to new and
severe regulations. The new rules are especial1y
irksome to those youths and maidens who feel
that they have no reason· to complain of nature's
handiwork.
A considerable number of bathers have been
rudely yanked from the beaches because they tried
to get by with "one-piece" bathing suits. In addition to paying fines, they were obliged to promise to wear them below the knee hereafter.
The frequenters of one fashionable beach were
indignant at the new restrictions and planned a

TRAPEZEE
'I ·h~ Acrobatic Wonder Toy
ALMOST HUMAN IN ITS
ACTIONS!
1t consists of a handsome parallel iron frame on which the little yellow
nw.n accurately performs like an ath..
lete.
Five Different Stunts -

THE FLYING TRAPEZE - Release the
trigger-pin and the figure swings fo1ward
gripping the brass trapeze-bar turns ~
somersault in the air and catche~ a crossbar by lHs heels.
·
THROUGH THE LOOP-A swift ·swing and
he goes throng~ a wire_ loop, makes a
turn and, catching by his heels, swings
· head downward from a bar.
·THE_ GIANT SWING- He goes forward
with a rush, releases the trapeze catches
a horizontal-bar with his heel; makes ·
two swift somersaults in the 'air and
catches by his heels again.
He performs two more horizontal-bar
acts with t.he grace and ag-ility of a circus star, and many •new ones can be
invented.
The Moi,t Wonderful Toy in
the World?

PRICE

$1.50

The collapsible stand and the little manikin are neatly packed in a handsome box.
Delivered anywhere in the United States on
receipt of price. Address
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y.

Hands Up! and Com_e Across

·With the Gold, QUICK!

THE PHANTOM WOL'I:"
1'. Von Zlekursch
Br day 11nd nhrtit. ,
w olt CrJ' thu, • • nt
th• wUd •rn •••
dwe Ue ra to cov•r.
THEWONOER STRANDS

S.A.ex.Wtier•

A. novel or 'down
h, • ot th.~ Le.bra•

::J':r•~ b::ibc:t

1

.nd~es
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Famous Western Stories!

Red-Blooded, Thrilling Tales of Adventure
That Hold You in Gripping Suspense.

tb• put .
THll NICHT
RIDER

Send No Money to Get Them

Elmer e. Mason

~J'•~~~JY!!~u!i:

!!°n1~bt.~~~~~::•

TIii LAW OF THI
RANQ£

W. c. Tutle
Sb~e phe rder and
cattle man and war to
th• death in vld Ne•
.-d.adaya,
MORMON VALLEY

H. Be dford -Jones
From the 1treeta of

N••
of tle. P!t!. t!~St~i1tb!!ft~d:~
0

0

THll SHERIFF OF PllCOS
H . B e dford-Jone s

' With a amfle --to hollstera-- • herlff '• star, a boree
death-

•yd••

~~:--~:t(•~Yln&', • • am the law
SCAVENGERS OF THE SEA
Geo. Ethelbe r a Walsh

ofmant::t~~~:::ft~te~o::!.':!~:
and loyal £"1rl.
THE H EN HERDER

J . Allan Dunn

'todaN'
!~fo~~l~n:: tro~r/i?:.:~
bandits. A posse and a mad
chase led by a tenderfoot!
T HE LAST GRUBSTAK E
Anthony M. Ru d

Gold--a man true to hla word I
Claim jumper •• -fleh tlnR'
_.alore--and acUon every minui.
TH E SEVEN PEARLS OF SHA NDI
Map-ud e r Ma u ry
A blood-bofllna- tale of world-wJde
plot to steal • fortune
pea.rt..
crook--

\n

~_::it~af !Sv~!t~Uona

TH E ON E BIQ.,:THINQ

J . B. He nd ryx. A tale of a frozen

l'Me aa-almt

death tbro:C\•tti~Yw:!tht~f a~r..C~tfc0b~1i°_

A

MUSKET HOUSE. T . C. Roberts . A thrllllnir creepy
~~f
f o<:'l::~an )lomate11d

~t!::\::Ti~'::nlnpt!'~f:

·

Nowhere can you find atorle1 more their way Into tho hand• and heart& of
thrllll nr or exct Unc th an those taken from people who enJoY re&! smuhlnc, thrtlllns
the experi ences or the cou ra reoua men talea. And here are twelf'e brand-new
and women who f aced a nd conquered the ,torlea or th e same kind-a aecond aeri e. I
great unpopul ated spaces of the West. Oood . wholNM>me stortea. nothtna- th&t
the Southwest a nd the :F rozen North.
Ahould not be r ead and eDJQl'ed by &OJ'
boy or girl.

Meet Crooked Eye and Many
Feathers

Send No Money

uThe crafty halt -breed lmew lt wu
much easier to conny a wJUt ng th&n a n
unwBltnr woman ro.- many days tn a
light canoe. Far tn t he North woods , th e
eirl realized she was tn the clutches or
a alnlster. merciless scoundrel.
"And then the evil-faced Crooked Eye
spoke, ' \Vhlte a trl, you are as completely
~ ~:if~.'!We;h~
dea lt him a atlnetna- blow upon the mouth.
For Uuee daya she was a pr isoner In a
cabin. On the fourth day ahe covered her
eyca with her hands to shut out the 'Jia:ht,
aa her rescuer and the bait-breed met . . 1• •
Read the rest for yourself la "The Ono

:t~r~:ufi~ ii~~• t18s1{e~a

You don't need to send a penny tn
adunco to a-et this whole set or tweln
ereat booka. Just 1>ut your name and
addres11 on the coupon and mall it now_
Then whm the poatma.n hands you the
books, a.lmpl y pay him $1.98 (plua few
ceRta delivery ch arce• > In full payment-

~J~

;e~~i~rch~e ~uf~tte~ft:~"::~~~

for 1f you don't ftnd th ese books the most
taactna.tlne- you ever read. return them
and you r $1.98 will be returned at once.
Co,ers tn full colors. T reat yourself to
some real .entertainment and mall tlie
coupon now.
Ga rden City Publiahine Co., Inc.

~~fr-;~~~~• ~{;;1:! \~• :/::'i {~9:i~:a11:J: D ept. S-11 04,
fi 11:nyoog/;!i,1.e;.'01 a dun moment MAIL THIS QUICK!
P a ge s C rammed with
D a rin g E x ploits

The action in these mlle-a-mJnute
books makes you shJver with delight.
Breath-tak\ne tales of darlna:. twon.1ted sons or the outdoors. with
indomitable Wi lls to cono.uer.
Ortpplntr, thrll11n& &tor!es of adYenture and romance tn unexvlor&d
domains.

Garde n Ci ty, N. Y.

12 New Big Books

Gard en City P ublish ing Co'., In c.
·---------------------Dept. S-11 04, Garden City, N. Y .
Send me

the

Western Stories.

second series

or Famoua

I will pa;y the I>08lm a.n only

9
!!y
!e~~l~h~~w t~tsai1~1:eryB~atfe~) ~ r;:;i
delle-hted, I wm return the
books ln 5 day1
and you are to refund my $1.98 promptlJ
u.nd without auestlon.

Stories of the Untamed
West

Name .. • .••.• • ••• • • • •••••• . • •. •• •• • ••• •.• •••

••rios Ill UleH booka ll&vt round

Clt.;r • •• · • •••••• • •••••

Over 100, 000

sel.9 of t he fl.rst

Address . · ··· · ···· · "·· ... .. . . ..... . . ... . . .. •
S tat,. · · •• •·••••••••••

/

Get Rid
of Your

FAT

Free Trial Treatment
Sent on requ est. Ask for my
"pay- when-reduced" offer. I have
successfully reduced thousands
of per s ons, often a,t the r11te of
, a pound n. day, wlj;hout diet or
exercise. L et m e s end yon p.roof at my expense.
DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician
Ste,t e of New York, 286 Fifth Avenue
New York, Desk W

NE:.!::t•;:.~~bi~:~t:i:'.:
~~:tlr=~p;1~~~~!1"!~u.l':t
any $15 model, and epeclally priced for
Spec1al, 1win1-out hand•ejector

limited time to add new customers.

LOW PRICE SPECIAL In 32, 32-20, or38
$11.99
•
•
•
cal,..our No. 3SD

:'eu.Jof!:; ::op~~s~&J=j~ii~::!
etD:lentbt«,~r.-E!!~~
teat. :12 cat., e .. ahot • $14.9&
12·20 or 38 cal,, •••hot • $15,45

20-SHOT "PANTHER"
RAPID FIRE AUTOMATIC
quantity or brand new, 32 cal. $845
LIMITED
..Panthers." 10 shots with extra maga..

~ne making 20rapid ftre shot.ft. &pecial at
Abov~ne all shoot an·J,5tandard American cartrid8'e

PA M~_?.~T.:::p~om::.~•ir:::~~~:tfeoJ~ae.

TOBACCO

or No Pay
Habit Cured
arettee,plpo, ehewlns anuff

OI'
ADJ/ f<>rm,cl11an-•i
. Complete t,eabngt-•I
G ....an1¥d, H
it curN. Nothia,r ifit fails. .
·.

.., tri•'- C....

S.UPERBA 00. 11-R. IWUIIIAIN, Md.

f - · - - OLD ll.01'JtY W AlfT:aD--- I

,2 to ~ JllACB paid for h1mdreda of ola
eol1Js. Keep ALL Old or odd money, It ma:r.
be VERY varnable. Send 10 eta. for ILLUS·
TRATED COIN VALUE BOOK, 4&-6. Get
Posted. We pay CASH.
CLARKE COIN CO., Ave 13, LeRoy, N . Y.

CONSUMERS CO., Dept, PlD 1265 Broadway, N. T.

'SAY! JOHNNY,!"·

(Or Eddie, Charlie or Fra~iin
· ~
r..
' If you're a "go-getter" we have
~ ,
1
an offer to make that will put
money in your pocket every day, or
every week- good, clean money that
·
\

• ""''
'""
, ....
,,both
~\
and
father
your
for -us tliat
workwm
•" '°"
mother will approve. The first boy in each locality

l to qualify will have tl\e preference.

No money

wan~. No premiums to earn. Just good pay for
all tliat you do- and our help In your doinir of It.

Stt down and write-right now- and we'll aend Jou
,
all the particulars . A postal wiU do. AddreBI
THE PATHFINDER DESK 24 ' WASHINGTON,0.C.

TOBACCO, LIQ UOR and MORPHL.·•,rn
Ha bi ts can l>e oYerco me· with th e a i <I of
HILL' S CHLORJJH; 01'' GOLU PREPARA'J'IONS. Liq uor r e m e d y can b e given secretly. P nrtlculars Free.
OHIO CIIE)UCAL WORKS,
Dept. 6, \Ves Uleld, N. Y.

ICE IN JUNE
AND JULY

of
Lateness
spring this year
and the statement
that the sun is
sending the earth
less heat have led
to many comparisons with 1816,
"the year without
a summer."
Records of the
Government department contain
a full report on
the summer of
repetition
1816,
of which is feared
in some quarters.
The mean temperature in Philadelphia, according to records, for
April of that
ye a r wa s 4 7.
With. a mild bethe
g i n n i n g,
month terminated
with cold and
blustering weather.
May had a temperature of 64,
which promised a
fai r season. June
was cold, with an
aver age tempera~
ture of 64. There
was ice and vegetables were injured. Six to ten
inches of snow
fell in Vermont,
three inches in
New York and
several inches' in
New Hampshire
and Maine.
. average
The
temper~ture fo~
July was only 68,
with f re e z i n g
which
-w eather
On
formed ice.
the morning of
the 5th, ice was
reported as thick
as rwindow glass
in Pennsylvania,
New York . and
throughout New
England.
The mean t em.pern ture for Al)o
gust was 66•.

a
SPICES IN
HISTORY

Genu ine REACH f'lelder'• Clove
R• ,u latlon Ball~Honahld• Co.. r

la n ow mo re
t h a n ever t he
It e y - n o t e of
•ucce••· Bow-

The tantalizing
flavor and piquant
qualities
Le 1 &' e d and
Knock - Kneed
of spices have
men :.nd w omthem sought after
en, both young
f rom the earliest
a n d old , will
b e glad to h ear
days of mankind,
t h&t I ha ve
and an adjunct
n ow r eady tor
to civilization at
m a r ket my ne~
appll a n c e ,
-an periods.
will successfully s traighten within
In the early which
a short time bow -leggedness and k nockdays of history kneed lei:s, saf ely, quickly a nd pe r ma11pices were worth nently, without pain, operation or discomWill not interfere with your daily
fabulous s um s, fort.
work, being worn at night. My new "Limowing to the dif- Stralghtne r." Model 18, U. S. Patent,
is eas y
ficulty of obtain- to adjust; \ts result will save you soon f r om
further
J1umlllatton.
and
improve
yo
ur
per ing them and the ,
sonal appearance 100 per cent.
hi_g h COS t O
Write today fo r my free copyrigh ted phys transportation .
iological and anatomical book which tells
you how to correct how and k n ock -kneed
When
Alaric leis
without any ob ll i:atlon on your part.
the Goth co!1-j Enclose a dime for pos toge.
M. T R ILET Y, S P ECIALI S T
quered Rome m
410 A. D., he 625 L, Ackerman Bulldln s, Blnshamt on, N. Y .
asked as a ransom 3,000 pounds
of pepper, then
worth moi-e than
its weight in gold.
The fi r st organization of dealers, it is said,
was the "fraternity of pepperers," • and it was
in the fourteenth!
century that" the
name was changed to the "guild
of
g r o c e r s,"
which depicted on
Its coat of arms
5..Gallon _. __$ 6.SO
Bi,x cloves.
7
5_85
10 ------}l.90
Venice at its
lS_. ___ ____ 14.20
height traded in
s p i c e s to the
20
1e.so
, 5------- -22-so
amount of $l0,30 _____ _____ 27_50
O00,000 annually,
and it vied ~vith
Portugaf in securing cargoe~
from far East-1
ern ports.
Co1 um bus was
bound for the
apices of the East
when he chanced
upon a new continent, and Vasco
de Gama, the
famous sea fight- Sol"d
er, made one of . 1
his most import- S1lver...ant voyages to se- P~a~num O
eure a cargo of' Fm1sh
peppei:, cinnamon
and gmger f rom "i.
India.
~,...,.....,..,....,;_,;;....._,;_ _;;,

~~:::~~d\¼i1!~:~~~=~1t~~1~u

" HOW TO PITCH"" FREE

This Marvelous

CAMERA
·on FREE Trial!

fl

•2 65

Only 10,000oftheeemarvelOlll, ln1tantaneoua
picture-taking and making camera• to be
1ent out abaolutel;r on approval without •
penny In advance Just to prove that it la the
moot wonderful Invention-the camera HD•
eation of the age. 6o >"OIi mnat send for IC
.
quick! .lu• t think
of lt-tbe new
Mandel-ette

AND

MAKES

finished
Pictures
Instantly
Yon preu th• batton, drop card In developer and In one

m inute take out a perfect.tJnlabed poat~hoto 2½x8½

t'.:'~J'!' /:: 3~;1i11~~•ooi~~£~~°;ne i:::: IDcb<ll.
No Films-No Plates-No Dark Room

Not a bit of the muss and bother of t he ordinary koli•k
or camera. It ia instantaneoua photoaraphy. Universal
focus lens produce, • harp pictures a t all dietancee.
Pictures clove.lop and print
Caa't ovardevclop; reeulta simply amazin~.

automatically.

·We Trust You

No dil?erence who you are, where :vou live or whtJ
you r
we will • end you t he complet e "M.andel-ette'

o.s::;

~tfi1tlnof~~\T!J~i:r1;.Pr~bl~~~~ ~~i~~e~f.~~:e:'wt:f
::eek ~J':,°a,"";,~d°l~~eto} .;'J~sY
i:oZf.dp';Tt• per
Easy Pavments-No References

el~tN lcture, it takes-~ quick.,10 ea~y...with no trouble
0

No red tape of any kind. Weekly payments oo 11111&11
,Oa'll Dot notice them. Lots of f un and big pro8tl.

No Experience Required

Plain fnotructlon1 and ever,-thlnir eomplete with outllt

eo Joa can beirin t akin11 picturea the moment It an-I~

::$n~~~t!~~'fu:o~~i:'J'~t':!:11'!.m....
-Th• Chlc• aro FerrotJlt• Co.r '2ll09W.Erle5t.,Deall
176 ,Chlcqo,IH. 1

I
I
11••••••••••• I

Send me at once one complete model Manclel-ette
Camera outftt includ!n11 supply of poet carda and ln• tructions. 1 agree to exarnme and teet ft thorou~~
and if satisfied keei It and pa~oa 60c • week n:m
1
d, 0 t h _ I

I
I : :'If!~'&~~':,~ol foo:l.:;:.
I Name.·•••••••••••••••••••••••••

I

r

,

J
-1·..:..·~--·-r.J

St. &ad No. •••••••••••••••••••••_..••·-· ······...- ....

IJ'.~·---·--·-

•-·-•

WILD · WEST WEEKLY
- - LATEST ISSUES -

-

1089 Young Wild West's Ready Rifle; or, The Bulle't"That Found a Mark.
1090 " Road Agent Round-Up.; or, Arietta Carrying
the Mall.
1091 " and tbe Red Rane hero; or, The Plot to Burn
a Settlement.
1092 " On · a Puzzling Trail; or, Arietta's Nugget Clue.
J093 " Fight In tbe Sagebrush; or, The Richest Spot
In Nevada.
1094 " and Little Moccasin; or, Arletta's Pawnee Peril.
J095 " Stopping a "Shoot-Up"; or, The Grudge That
Neper Was Paid.
1096 " On the Frontier; or, Arletta and the Mexican ·
Outlaws.
.
_
1097 " and "Three-Fingered Tom"; or, The Toughest
Man In Camp.
1098 " Richest Panoot; or, Arietta and tbe Hidden
Cave.
1099 " and the Ropers; or, A Finls.h Flgh t On tbe
Range.
1100 " Trailing tbe Express Thieves; or, Arietta's
Golden Reward.
1101 " Trimming the Toughs; or, Making Mu sic tor
·a Dan ce.
1102 " Blfo~~-t Shake-Up; Of, A,rletta's Daring D ecep1103 ' '

Rr,l Hot Fight; or, The Hidalgo 's Hid<;len
Haunt. .
" Lariat Swing; or, Arletta and The Broken
Bridge.
•· and the Red Skin Road Agents; or, Trouble
At the Double Six Ranch.
" Shooting for His Life; or, Arietta's Able Assistance.
and "JS-Carat Dan"; or, The Dandy Bad Man of
Gilt Edge.
" Defying His Enemies; or, Arletta and the
Dentl1 Cave.

1104

ll05
1106
1107

ll08

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be Aen"t to an;,' a<ldress on receit>t of price, 7c. per copy, In money or pos: age stamps.
THE FOLLOWING NUl\fflERS PRICE 8 CENTS

JlOO

"

1110 "
1111

"

l1l2

"

1113

"

1114 "
1115 "
1116

"

.
1117 "
1118 "
1111.1

"

1120. "
1121 "
1122 "

Hunting for Grizzlies; or, a Lively Time in the
Rockies.
'l'raillng- ilhe Redskinij; or, Arletta and tho Abducted Girl.
Against Odds; or, The Shot That Won the
Fight.
Stopping a Round Up; or, Arletta and the
Rancbero.
and the Lasso Thrower; or, the Hard Gang
of Blnrk Ravine.
Sentenced to Die; or, Arletta and the Vigilantes.
a11d "Tricky Tony"; or, The Roughest Greaser
in Arizona.
Elsea ping a Cross _Fire; or, Arletta and the
Flag of Trnce.
Saving the Mail Coach; or, The Hoss of the
l\Iountain.
•
G~llop for Gold; 01·, Arietta and the Mine
Owner.
"Busting" tbe Buckers; or, the Cowboy Wllo
"'l'oucbe,l Leather."
Rescuing His Sweetht>art; or, 'l'he Best Shot of
All.
Foiling- the "Raiders; or, Taking a Lonir Chan_ce.
Corralling the Creeks! or, Arietta and the Redskin Roundup.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc. ·
166 West 23d Street
New York City

SCENARIOS

HOW TO

WRlTE· THEM

Price 85 Cents Per Copy
This book contains all the most recent changes
In the method of construction and submission ol
scenarios. Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of
scenario writl.ng. For sale by all Newsdealers and
Bookstores. It you cannot procure a copy, send us
tire price, 85 cepts; in money or postage stamps, and
we wlll mall you one, postage tree. Address.
L. Senarens, 210 Seventh Ave., New York, N . . Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for\ everybody, boys, girls, men and women· it will
teach yon how to make almost everything around the
house, such as parlor ornaments, brackets, cements,
Aeolian harps, and bird lime for~cbi~i birds.
No. 88.

H;OW TO BECOME YOU.ti. OWN DOCTOR.-

No. 41.

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END i\IBN'S

A wonderful book, containing useful and practical lnf-0rmation in the treatment <Sf ordinary diseases and ailments common to every family. Abounding in useful
ahd effective recipes tor general complaints.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS -Including. hints on how to catch r(l.0les, weasels, otter, rats,
rn~;~~ilt~fnd birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously
JOKE BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest
jokes used by tbe most famous end men . No amateur
minstrel is comylete without this wonderful little book.
No.

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUMP

SPEARER.-ContaJning a varied asso r tment of, stump
speeches, Negro, Dntcb and Irish.
Also en d men's
jokes. ,lust the thing for home amusement and amateur
shows.
No. •15. THE BOYS OF NEW YORJ{ l\UNST&EL
~UCDE _AND JOKE BOOK.-Something new and very
rnstruct1ve. Every boy should obtain this hook as it
contains full instructions for organizing amateui· minstrel trt>upes.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glving the rules
and full directions for playing Euchre, Cribbage, Casino
l<~orty-l!'ive, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker Aue:
tion Pitcb, All Fours, and many other popular games of
cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little book, telling you bow to write to-your sweetheart.
your father, mother, sister, brother, employer: and, in
fac t, everybody and anybody you wisb to w,ite to.
No. 54.

HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS -

No. 57.

HOW TO MAKE llllJSICAL INSTRUMENTS

·-i

Giving complete information as to tbe manner and
method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding and managin_g all kinds of pets..i. also giving fntl instr'uctions for
makrng cages, etc.
1•·u lJy ~xplained by twenty-eight
illustrations.
•
No. 65. HOW TO OOLLEC'.l' STAll1PS AND COINSContaining valuable information regarding the collect. ifl~star':i1eJ1.rranlfj;ng of stamps and coins. Handsomely
- F"ttll directions how to make a Banjo, Violin Zither·
A:eolian Harp, Xylophone and other musical' !nstru:
men ts; together with a brief description of nearly every
musical Instrument used In ancient or modern times.
Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fltzgera1d fortwenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marl.nee.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME A DETECTIVE. -By 0-ld
Klug Brady, the world-known detective. In which he Ja.y 11
down some valuable and sensible rules for beginners,
.;~~~;e~i~\~~t18voe~e adventures and experiences of
1
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHO'.l'OGR,APHER.Containing useful information regarding the Camera
and bow to work it; a"lso how to make Photographic
Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely illu strated.
No. 64_. HOW TO MA.KE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
Con taln mg full directions for making electrical machines, inductions coils, dynamos, and many novel toya
to he worked by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully
illustrated.
No. 65. i\UJLDOO.N'S JOKES.-Tbe most original jok&
book ever published, and it is brimful of wit and
humor. It contains a large collection of songs, jokes,
conundt·ums, etc., of Terrence Murdpon, the great wit,
bumorl~t. n.rrd practical joker of the day.
No. 67 HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRIOKS.-Con•
taining a large collect.Ion of Instructive and highly .
awu sing electrical tricks, together witb illustrations..
By A. Anderson.
·

~°ei

No. 68.

HOW TO DO

CHEllIIOAL TRICKS.-Con-

tainlng over one hundred highly amusing and Instructive trick~ with chemicals.
By A'. Anderson.
Handsomely Ulustrated.
For sale by all 11ewsdealers, or wUl be sent to any
address on recept of price, 10c. per copy,
in money or stamps, by

HARRY E_ WOLFF, Pubiisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street·
New York CitJ)

/

